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DYNCAT  
DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION ADJUSTMENT IN THE TMA 

 

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under 
grant agreement No 893568 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme. 

 

 

Abstract  

DYNCAT aims at enabling more environmentally friendly and more predictable flight profiles in the 
TMA, namely on approach, by supporting the pilots in configuration management. A first step is the 
analysis of the mismatch of aircraft and air traffic control procedures, based on the combination of all 
relevant data sources (on-board operational data, ATC commands, noise measurement data, 
surrounding traffic (through radar data), weather information). 

After the combined anonymised dataset was delivered to the project participants, a detailed analysis 
of these data took place. In this analysis the different data sources were connected to show the 
dependencies and effects of different common situations at Zurich airport. It shows the bandwidth of 
pilots´ and ATCO´s handling of different situations and the consequential impact on noise, fuel 
consumption and safety margins like approach stabilisation.  

This document points out the results of the analysis like dependencies between the different actors 
and the effects on fuel consumption, noise emission and safety margins in detail. By this, it shows the 
potential for improvements, which will be presented to the experts of the advisory board in the 
upcoming workshop and act as base for the Initial Concept Document in the next Task. Furthermore, 
this document contains the detailed description of the performed acoustical simulation which was 
performed instead of the originally planned measurement campaign that had to be cancelled due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic as already justified in Deliverable D2.1. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Part of the Work Package that in overall aims at data and concept analysis, the present activity is the 
first which uses the formerly generated dataset. It delivers a detailed analysis of the current approach 
operations at Zurich airport as base for suggested improvements in the Initial Concept Document in 
the upcoming Task. The operational concept will be the final outcome of the Work Package, which 
gives recommendations to ensure optimised approach operations and it is the basis for following Work 
Packages. 

The objectives of the present WP are: 

• Highlighting the impact of current ATM operations during approach on environmental 
pollution, cost effectiveness and safety, based on actual flight data. 

• Analysing the current situation based partially on available data, complemented with further 
dedicated measurements (mainly noise). 

• Developing an operational concept for on-board configuration management to allow the 
cockpit crew to deal with ATC restrictions in a more environmentally friendly way. 

The present Task uses the outcomes of its predecessor, the anonymised combined datasets, to analyse 
the current situation at Zurich airport by clustering the data and discovering impact chains form the 
different components to the environmental consequences. In this Deliverable the authors focus on the 
description of the analysis methods, the findings and point out the consequential potential for 
improvement. 

NB the opinions expressed herein reflect the authors’ view only. Under no circumstances shall the 
SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained 
herein. 

1.2 Definitions 

In this document two versions of box plots are used to visualize data points. An example for a Box-Plot 
and both definitions can be seen Figure 1. Both definitions differ only in the meaning of the outer grey 
lines. For acoustical data, these lines mark 1.5 times the Interquartile Range (IQR) from the mean value 
in both directions. For all other data these lines mark the border of the upper (upper line) and lower 
(lower line) 5% of the data points. 
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Figure 1: Example box plot (left) and the two definitions used in this document (right). The upper definition is 
only used for acoustical data. The lower definition is used for every other Box-Plot. 

 

1.3 Purpose and Structure of the Document 

This Deliverable documents the findings of the analysis in detail and describes how and by means of 
which combination and filtering of data these were discovered. It acts as an argumentation base for 
suggested improvements which will be made in the upcoming Task 02.03, which will produce the Initial 
Operational Concept Document as outcome. Furthermore, this documentation of the analysis will 
identify open questions and help the experts of the Advisory Board to understand the findings and to 
prepare for the upcoming Workshop at 5th March 2021.  

Subsequently this document contains the detailed description about the performed acoustical 
simulations which were carried out by Empa after the distribution of the anonymised combined data 
sets as alternative to the originally planned measurement campaign. The justification for the change 
of the data source was already made in Deliverable D2.1 and is not part of this document again [1]. 
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1.4 Acronyms 

The following table contains a list of acronyms used in this report.  

Acronym Meaning 

ACI Airports Council International 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast 

AGL Above Ground Level 

AoA Angle of Attack 

ASL Above Sea Level 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATCo Air Traffic Controller 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

ATRA Advanced Technology Research Aircraft 

CDA Continuous Descent Approach 

COVID-19 Coronavirus Disease 2019 

D<no.> Deliverable <no.> 

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (German Aerospace Center) 

DYNCAT Dynamic Configuration Adjustment in the TMA 

EFB Electronic Flight Bag 

Empa Eidgenössische Materialprüfungs- und Forschungsanstalt (Swiss Federal Laboratories 
for Material Science and Technology) 

ER Exploratory Research 

FAF Final Approach Fix Point 

FCOM Flight Crew Operating Manual 

FDR Flight Data Recording 

FL Flight Level 

FMS Flight Management System 

FOCA Federal Office of Civil Aviation (Switzerland) 

GS Ground Speed 

H2020 Horizon 2020 

IAF Initial Approach Fix 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

ILS Instrument Landing System 
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Acronym Meaning 

IQR Interquartile Range 

LDLP Low Drag Low Power 

LNAS Low Noise Augmentation System 

MP3 Moving Picture Experts Group Audio Layer III 

MSL Mean Sea Level 

ND Navigation Display 

OLDLP Optimised Low Drag Low Power 

PFD Primary Flight Display 

Q<code> ICAO Q-Code, e.g. QNH 

RWY Runway 

SB Speed Brakes 

SD Standard Deviation 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking 

TAS True Air Speed 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

VLD2 Very Large Scale Demonstration within the SESAR 2020 

V/S Vertical Speed 

VSD Vertical Situation Display 

WP Work Package 

ZFW Zero Fuel Waste 

Table 1: Acronyms used in this report 
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2 Analysis, boundaries and accuracy 

2.1 Source Data 

The base for the analysis were the combined anonymised data sets as described in detail in D2.2. The 
data sets are a randomly selected subset from the movement list of one aircraft type (A320-214) for 
runway 14 in the period August to November 2019. The distribution of flights, however, is proportional 
to the respective number of daily operations. This means that the selected flights reflect the real flight 
distribution and the number of selected flights is proportional to the traffic volume for runway 14. This 
creates a representative data set that ensures comparability. Not all of the data sets could be used due 
to missing data of a certain data source or damaged files. In total 638 complete and valid data sets are 
available. A breakdown of the rejected data sets is shown in Table 2. Unfortunately, with the data 
available, the reason for the one go-around could not be fully clarified. 

 

Description Number 

Selected Flights 706 

No operational flight data 39 

Damaged operational flight data 5 

No ATC data 23 

Go-Around 1 

Used Data 638 

Table 2: Breakdown of data sets available in the analysis 

 

2.1.1 Time alignment of ATC instructions 

As described in D2.2, the initial time stamp was determined based on the inaccurate information from 
the MP3 file attributes and the position of the instruction in the recording audio timeline. It has been 
shown, that the start time of the MP3 file recording is imprecise. This was verified by comparing the 
given ATC commands with the pilot’s action, accessible via the operational flight data. Delays up to 20 
seconds were detected which means the pilots reaction time could be excluded. This assumption was 
verified by pilots in the Advisory Board. 

For this reason, an alignment of the ATC command times was carried out via a software algorithm. Due 
to the operational flight data accuracy of 0.5 Hz (2 sec) a sufficient synchronisation of the ATC data is 
expected. 
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3 Noise Simulation 

3.1 Background and overview 

The original project plan intended a noise measurement campaign at Zurich Airport in October 2020. 
The goal was to capture a large number of operational approaches of the Airbus A320-214 on runway 
14. As described in detail in D2.1 [1], this plan had to be changed due to the reduced air traffic during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, historic flight data (see section 2.1) were collected for approaches 
from August to November 2019, representing pre-pandemic operation. These approaches were then 
simulated using the aircraft noise simulation model sonAIR to compensate the lack of noise 
measurements of the majority of the data sets. Finally, simulation results were validated with the 
available measurement data that were collected at seven noise measurement stations in a previous 
project related to LNAS (Low Noise Augmentation System) [2] for one week within the period of time 
mentioned above. This validated simulation model will also be applied in Task 04.02 of Work Package 
4 for the comparison of optimised and conventional approaches, the noise contours and noise 
footprints. 

The aircraft noise simulation model sonAIR has been developed at Empa to precisely predict single 
flights with the scope of investigating and optimizing noise abatement procedures [2]. The simulation 
process is based on a time-step approach in which single flights are represented with a high temporal 
resolution. The acoustical emission models for turbofan aircraft describe airframe and engine noise 
separately with a three-dimensional sound directivity pattern and as a function of several flight 
parameters [4], [5]. The sound propagation is calculated with a sophisticated propagation model [6]. 
The whole simulation chain is formulated for one-third octave bands within a frequency range of 25 
Hz to 5 kHz. 

A recent validation exercise of sonAIR found it to be well suited for detailed approach simulations even 
in areas far from the airport with clean or partial aircraft configuration. It revealed particularly good 
results for the emission model of the A320 with engine type CFM56-5B during approach, with 
differences between simulated and measured noise event levels of ΔLAE,t10 = +0.1 ± 1.6 dB [7].  

3.2 Simulation input and settings 

3.2.1 Flight parameters 

The main input for the noise simulation was provided by SWISS in the form of flight data recordings 
(FDR) for 667 approaches of A320 on runway 14 at Zurich airport (see Table 2: flights without 
operational flight data excluded). From these data, input trajectories for sonAIR were generated, 
using the operations described in Table 3. 
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sonAIR input 
parameter 

Data field(s) in FDR Required calculations 

X coordinate P1067: Longitude (deg) 
Coordinate transformation to CH1903+, 
spline to 0.5s 

Y coordinate P1067: Latitude (deg) 
Coordinate transformation to CH1903+, 
spline to 0.5s 

Z coordinate P1067: Corrected MSL Altitude (ft) 
Transformation into meters, spline to 
0.5s 

Track velocity V P1067: TAS (knots) Transformation into m/s, spline to 0.5s 

Track angle, climb angle, 
bank angle 

- Geometric calculation from X, Y and Z 

Mach number 

P1067: TAS (knots) 

P1067: Static Air Temperature 
(DEG C) 

Calculation from TAS and sound velocity 
based on static air temperature, spline 
to 0.5s 

Air density ρ 
P1067: Static Air Temperature 
(DEG C) 
P1067: Static Pressure (hPa (mbar)) 

Calculation from air temperature and 
pressure based on ideal gas law for dry 
air, spline to 0.5s 

N1 P1067: N1 (%) Spline to 0.5s 

Flap settings P1067: Flap Handle Position Interpolate to 0.5s, floor decimal values 

Gear settings 
P1067: Landing Gear Position (0 = 
up. 1  = in transit. 2 = down) 

Interpolate to 0.5s, Reclass transit 
phase: first 3s to "gears in" (opening of 
hatch), rest split 50/50 to "gears in" and 
"gears out" 

Speed Brake settings 
P1067: Speed Brake Deployed (1 = 
Deployed, greater than 0% and up 
to 100%) 

Interpolate to 0.5s, floor decimal values 

Angle of Attack P1067: Indicated AoA (deg) Spline to 0.5s 

Table 3: sonAIR input parameters from FDR data with required adaptations 

 

3.2.2 Weather data 

The aircraft noise simulation model sonAIR uses the independent sound propagation model sonX, 
which is able to account for weather effects on sound propagation based on atmospheric profiles. It 
can either take external profiles as input, or use a set of predefined Lin-Log-profiles for different 
atmospheric conditions [8]. 

For the DYNCAT simulations, the second option was applied. Ground weather data with a temporal 
resolution of 10 minutes were used for all flights, provided by the Swiss weather service MeteoSwiss 
based on a permanent weather station located at Zurich airport (station KLO). A radiation balance 
analysis according to VDI 3789 [9] was conducted for each individual flight based on those ground 
measurements. On that basis, an assignment to 15 pre-defined Lin-Log-profiles was performed. The 
resulting profile was then shifted so that it matched the measured temperature and humidity at the 
weather station. 
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3.2.3 Terrain and land cover data 

The sound propagation model sonX uses data on terrain and ground cover for realistic calculation of 
acoustic ground effects and assignment of meteorological profiles. The terrain was represented by a 
raster of 5 m resolution, based on swissALTI3D [9] for Switzerland and Copernicus EU-DEM [10] for 
Germany. For ground cover, a raster of 5 m resolution based on swissTLM3D [11] for Switzerland and 
Copernicus EU-DEM [12] for Germany was used. As the German dataset offers less detail than the 
Swiss dataset, some manual corrections of the ground cover data in close vicinity to the measurement 
stations in Germany were necessary, namely the inclusion of a small gravel road passing right next to 
measurement location 3 (Figure 2). 

3.3 Validation 

For 203 of the 667 investigated approaches, noise measurements recorded at seven measurement 
positions along the glide path (Figure 2, locations 3 to 9) were available. These recordings were already 
described in detail in D2.1 [1]. Since the pre-analysis described in D2.1, further investigation of the 
measurements led to additional exclusions of noise events: 

• Five approaches emitted dominant tones generated by the fuel overpressure protector 
cavities on the aircraft's wings. These cavity tones are a known phenomenon of the A320 
aircraft family. Most major airlines, including Swiss Airlines, installed a retrofit solution on their 
A320 fleet to suppress these tones. However, one plane was still operated without this retrofit. 
The corresponding approaches were excluded from the validation. 

• At measurement location 9, a microphone malfunction was discovered, affecting roughly four 
hours of audio recordings. 18 noise events were rendered unusable by this malfunction and 
excluded from the validation. 

• One event exhibited interfering noise from a nearby train and was therefore excluded as well. 
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Figure 2: Evaluation locations for DYNCAT simulations along approach route 14 toward Zurich airport. 

Validation measurements are available for locations 3 to 9. 

 

1251 noise events from 198 approaches remained for the validation of the simulation. Each single flight 
simulation, using the settings described in section 3.2, was compared against its corresponding 
measurements (the difference is defined as simulation minus measurement) at all seven measurement 
positions. Figure 3 displays the validation results over all available approaches. Over all measurement 
locations, the simulation reproduced the measurements very accurately, with ΔLAE,t10 of +0.2 ± 1.1 dB. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of event levels LAE,t10 between initial simulation and measurements at seven 

measurement positions. Left: scatterplot with overall mean, median and standard deviation (SD). Right: 
boxplot for each individual measurement position. 

3.4 Model optimisation 

While the initial sonAIR simulation produced good overall results, the measurement locations 5 
(Weiach) and 6 (Kaiserstuhl) display larger overestimation and more pronounced scattering. This is not 
entirely surprising, as a similar analysis with the same measurement positions done within the scope 
of the LNAS project also showed larger uncertainties at these two locations [2]. A subsequent 
investigation revealed a correlation between the simulation-measurement-difference dLAE and the 
true airspeed (TAS) of the aircraft at these two locations (Figure 4). The sonAIR emission models were 
originally established using the groundspeed of the aircraft. These findings from the LNAS project 
suggest that the models could be improved if the true airspeed was used instead. 

 
Figure 4: Sound level differences (LAE) between simulations and measurements of ATRA-flights investigated 

within the LNAS project with correlation to the true airspeed (TAS) at the measurement locations 5 (Weiach) 
and 6 (Kaiserstuhl). Left: ATRA-flights with the Low Noise Augmentation System LNAS in use; right: ATRA-

flights without LNAS. 

LNAS on LNAS off 
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Since the true airspeed shows a correlation with the angle of attack (AoA) during final approach, the 
inclusion of the AoA might further improve the airframe model. These two changes were implemented 
successively and validated individually against the available noise measurements. 

3.4.1 First iteration: TAS 

The Mach number in the sonAIR emission models was originally calculated from the groundspeed (GS), 
as this metric can be extracted from radar data, allowing a simulation even without detailed FDR data 
as input. It does however introduce uncertainties into the model from source measurements taken 
during headwind or tailwind situations, where GS and TAS can differ significantly. Therefore, a new 
model was generated by using the original modelling approach and measurement database [5], but 
recalculating the Mach number from TAS instead of GS. 

The new model was again validated using the 198 available approaches with noise measurements. 
Figure 5 shows the results for this first iteration. In comparison to the initial simulation (Figure 3), 
scattering at measurement locations 5 and 6 could be reduced significantly, albeit without reducing 
the slight mean overestimation. The other measurement points were only mildly affected by this 
change. Over all measurement points, the standard deviation could be reduced by 0.1 dB to ±1.0 dB, 
while the mean agreement shows a slightly higher overestimation of +0.4 dB. 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of event levels LAE,t10 between simulation with TAS model and measurements at seven 

measurement positions. Left: scatterplot with overall mean, median and standard deviation (SD). Right: 
boxplot for each individual measurement position. 

 

3.4.2 Second iteration: AoA 

The introduction of the angle of attack required an adaption of the sonAIR modelling approach. The 
AoA was included into the model equation as a standalone predictor as well as in interaction with flaps 
and gear settings. The new model was again validated against the 198 measured flights. Figure 6 shows 
the results for this second iteration. Compared to the first iteration (Figure 5), the scattering could be 
slightly reduced at all measurement locations. The mean agreement between simulation and 
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measurements could also be slightly improved at locations 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Overall, the agreement 
between simulation and measurement improved to ΔLAE,t10 = +0.4 ± 0.9 dB. 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of event levels LAE,t10 between simulation with AoA model and measurements at seven 

measurement positions. Left: scatterplot with overall mean, median and standard deviation (SD). Right: 
boxplot for each individual measurement position. 

3.4.3 Outlier analysis 

Despite the overall very good agreement between simulation and measurement, some outliers 
remain. As a post-analysis 27 events, corresponding to 2.2% of all events, were identified with absolute 
differences between simulation and measurement of more than 2.5 dB. The outliers do not display any 
acoustical impairment in the measurements. We suspect two main reasons for deviations in the 
propagation calculation: 

(a) Turbulence induced level fluctuations that occur around the time of shortest source-receiver-
distance can increase the measured maximum sound pressure level by several decibels. sonAIR 
does not specifically account for turbulences in air, therefore it cannot reproduce such 
turbulence-induced peaks. As a consequence, the simulation tends to underestimate the 
maximum levels of measurements taken by roughly one dB on average. The likelihood of 
significant turbulence increases with increasing sound propagation distances, therefore the 
measurement positions 3 and 4, which feature the largest source-receiver-distances, are more 
prone to such underestimation. 

(b) Under gracing sound incidence, meteorological influences, namely atmospheric temperature 
stratification and local wind fields can influence the resulting measurement levels. While 
upwind conditions typically cause a drop in noise levels, downwind conditions lead to higher 
levels. sonAIR is able to account for such meteorological influences to a wide extent. However, 
in the present case, meteorological data were only available from one single weather station 
close to the airport. Especially in the case of wind direction and speed, these measurements 
become less representative with increasing distance between noise measurement location 
and the weather station. These outliers probably could be explained and eventually even 
reduced in simulation if in-situ wind data was available for each measurement location. 
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 The acoustical analysis in the DYNCAT project is solely based on the simulated levels. Therefore, these 
outliers do not have an adverse effect on the final analysis. 

3.4.4 Conclusion 

Over all measurement locations, the simulation reproduced the measurements very accurately, with 
an overall uncertainty in terms of standard deviation of 0.9 dB. Two modifications – namely the 
inclusion of the true airspeed and the angle of attack in the emission model – were able to improve 
the model accuracy, particularly in the transition area of the approach. Given the fact that noise 
measurements exhibit an inherent uncertainty of roughly ± 0.5 dB by themselves, the sonAIR 
simulations can be assessed as very accurate. 

The median agreement between simulation and measurements show a slight overestimation of 
+0.4 dB. The main contributors for this are the measurement locations 5 and 6, where an increased 
overestimation was found. Microphone number 5 was installed on a terrain slope and microphone 
number 6 directly next to a terrain step, whereas all other microphones were installed over flat, open 
ground. The additional terrain features at MPs 5 and 6 are sensitive regarding the representation of 
the terrain and increase the uncertainty of the propagation calculation. Therefore, the observed 
overestimation is most likely a characteristic of the measurement location and not due to a general 
overestimation trend within sonAIR in the transition area. As all flights are affected equally by this 
limitation, this offset will be cancelled out when noise level differences between flights are formed. 

In conclusion, the validation demonstrates that the sonAIR simulations are well suited as replacement 
for the cancelled noise measurements. 

3.5 Simulation of all approaches 

Based on the findings described in section 3.4, it was decided to use the modified sonAIR modelling 
approach (internal version 1.2-0001) to simulate all DYNCAT approaches. All approaches were 
simulated individually and evaluated at ten evaluation locations (see Table 2 flights without 
operational flight data excluded). These consisted of the seven measurement locations used for the 
validation, plus three additional evaluation locations 10, 11 and 12 (Figure 2). Each flight is simulated 
at each location individually. The results are given in the form of maximum level LAS,max, event level LAE 
over the entire overflight and event level LAE,t10 over the 10 dB down time. In addition, full spectra and 
level time histories for each overflight can be generated. 
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4 Composition of the Operational Flight Data 

Safe and efficient landing operations of the individual aircraft from the pilots’ view follow procedures 
laid down by the operator in the Flight Crew Operating Manual (FCOM). It means following a sequence 
of configuration changes (extension of the high-lift system in several steps, extension of the landing 
gear) with associated changes in airspeed. These are highly individual, depending not only on the type 
of aircraft, but also on its current weight, the energy state of the aircraft and the wind situation along 
the flight path. The management of configuration and speed regime is dependent on each other. The 
sequencing of high-lift system and landing gears is currently based on pilot’s skills only, which partly 
results in over-consuming flights [13]. Indeed, pilots need to take some margins in order to avoid over-
energy approaches and go-around situations, and this often includes early extension of the landing 
gear and use of Speed Brakes, which increases fuel consumption and the noise footprint unnecessarily. 

In this chapter, the significant parameters from the operational flight data are compiled in order to 
provide a global overview. As previously explained, the analysis is limited to runway 14 at Zurich Airport 
and the A320-214 aircraft type. The A320 family will be taken as reference aircraft due to its large 
traffic share. Here, the navigation and configuration variables are graphically illustrated at two 
particular points as an example. The first transition point marks the interception of the glideslope 
system and represents the final approach point “OSNEM”. It is an important reference point for the 
evaluation of the energy management. The second point is the 1000 ft-Gate, an important target for 
flight stability. No connections are made in this chapter between onboard actions and ATC instructions, 
but these are presented and analysed in detail in various categories in the following chapters. 

 

4.1 Overall 

A very critical issue during approach and landing is the aircraft’s energy management. Potential energy 
(altitude) and kinetic energy (speed) are easily increased by increasing thrust at the cost of noise and 
fuel, but the high aerodynamic efficiency of modern airliners renders the reduction of airspeed and 
altitude until touchdown problematic if the intermediate approach speeds are too high. Where the 
(noise-intensive) use of airbrakes is not sufficient, difficulties will arise in stabilising the approach 
according to the FCOM, which is a direct safety concern. Practical countermeasures range from a liberal 
interpretation of ATC restrictions to waiving the FCOM’s recommendations and performing 
configuration changes as soon as possible in order to increase the drag and hence the deceleration 
potential of the aircraft. This in turn results in flight states generating unnecessarily high amounts of 
noise and drag, and hence also unnecessarily increases consumption of fuel and generation of CO2 and 
other pollutants. Current Flight Management Systems (FMS) offer very limited support for fulfilling the 
requirements and recommendations in the FCOM outside the nominal case. Hence in the real world, 
in the presence of ATC (speed, vertical and lateral) constraints and with the actual wind situation, the 
optimisation of the configuration sequence depends on the pilots’ skills and their access to the 
necessary information. 

The combination of on-board data and noise measurements at ground reference stations will allow 
not only to additionally quantify both noise emission and exposure, but to relate it to the flight state 
and consequently to the ATC instructions. Earlier studies have already shown noise differences of up 
to 10 dB(A) (a doubling of the perceived noise) for outwardly identical overflights at measuring stations 
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[16][17]. In these studies, however, only aircraft type, altitude and ground speed were known, and the 
reasons for the differences could not be identified. It is a unique opportunity for the DYNCAT 
consortium to be able to have access to all required data sources so as to analyse in detail the influence 
of ATC instructions and pilots’ actions on the environmental impact of the individual procedure.  

 

4.1.1 Basic Data 

All approaches arrive from 6 main directions. The approaches started between 10.000 ft (MSL) and 
25.000 ft (MSL) with an indicated airspeed up to 340 kts. The recognisable variation in the execution 
times of individual actions, for example the point of descent, follows accordingly from the different 
flight routes and the airspace. An additional influencing factor is the expected distance, which is 
communicated by ATC. 

In Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 the lateral, vertical and speed distribution can be seen for all 
investigated flights. All figures indicate a wide variation of the particular values at the entry in the TMA 
and a convergence to a common value during the approach to the runway 14. In the lateral view the 
six different entry points to the airport area are clearly visible.  

Sometimes it is necessary for ATC to command flights into a holding pattern, which is also partially 
visible in Figure 7, for example to provide the aircraft separation in high traffic times. The additional 
time of flight has obviously an influence on the fuel burn and noise impact. In Table 4 it is shown that 
12.5% of the flights in the data sets have performed a holding pattern. 

 

 Number Share [%] 

No Holding 580 87.48 

Holding 83 12.52 

Table 4: Amount of flights which performed a holding pattern 

 

To get a first overview of the approaches to runway 14, it is useful to show the vertical path during the 
approach. An ILS of category II/III is installed at runway 14. This enables a safe landing even in poor 
weather conditions, with the aircraft automatically guided to the runway on the guidance beam. Figure 
8 shows the flight altitude over the horizontal distance. In addition, different level segments at 4000 ft, 
5000 ft, 6000 ft and 7000 ft are apparent. The FAF of runway 14 is coded at 4000 ft (MSL) at 
approximately 8 NM distance. 

The used vertical approach procedure and how it was conducted in detail has a big influence on fuel 
burn and noise as different projects have shown [14] [15]. The data have shown that the majority (94%) 
was flown as Continuous Descent Approach Procedure (CDA). The Low Drag Low Power (LDLP – 6%) 
approach procedure was the second leading procedure. 10 flights of the CDA approaches intercepted 
the glidepath from above. Table 5 shows a detailed summary of the approach procedure distribution. 
To identify the CDA procedures, a definition of the ICAO was used. This definition allows level segments 
of up to 2.5 NM below 6000 ft for an approach to be determined as CDA [18]. 
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 Number Share [%] 

∑ LDLP 38 5,73 

∑ CDA 625 94,27 

Table 5: Approach procedure distribution of the analysed data sets 

 

In addition to the correct guidance of the aircraft, the adequate airspeed significantly contributes to a 
safe flight and a stable final approach. The speed presented in Figure 9 is the "computed airspeed", 
which is a corrected equivalent to the "indicated airspeed". The speed profile shows that the approach 
speed is reached at a distance of about 3 NM from the runway threshold. With regard to the 3 NM, 
the stabilisation point at 1000 ft should be mentioned, from which the speed should be kept constant 
in order to carry out a stable final approach. The speed profiles range from 200 kts to 350 kts at the 
TMA entry and narrowing to a range of approximately 130 kts to 160 kts at the runway threshold. The 
variation of the approach speed can be partly explained by the different aircraft masses. If all seats in 
an aircraft are occupied and a large amount of fuel is carried, the landing mass is also large. 
Accordingly, the greater the landing mass, the higher the landing speed. It should also be noted that 
some flights have already reached landing speed very early, which means a prolonged final approach. 
It is possible that ATC instructed the airspeed in order to maintain or increase the distance to the 
aircraft ahead due to the risk of wake turbulence or for separation purpose. 

Another indicator for the big variety can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 24. The aircraft travelled 
distances between 20 NM and nearly 90 NM from flight level 100 until crossing the runway threshold 
with a mean value of 36.30 NM. The duration between flight level 100 and the runway threshold can 
be seen in Figure 24 with a mean value of 604.86 seconds and a range between approximately 400 
seconds and over 1400 seconds.  

The distribution of the aircraft mass for all investigated flights can be seen in Figure 11 with a mean 
value of 59.85 tons with a range between under 50 tons and over 65 tons. 
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Figure 7: Lateral flight paths of all investigated flights. 

 

Figure 8: Vertical flight paths of all investigated flights from 25.000 ft until the runway threshold. 
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Figure 9: Computed airspeed over the distance for all investigated flights 

 

Figure 10: Distribution of travelled distance between descending under flight level 100 and crossing the 
runway threshold for all investigated flights. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of Aircraft Mass for all investigated flights  

 

4.1.2 Configuration 

Flap setting has already been mentioned in connection with speed as a necessary system for take-off 
and landing. By setting the flaps, the aircraft is able to generate the required lift at a lower airspeed. 
However, the wing profile is no longer in the "clean" configuration and therefore generates a higher 
aerodynamic drag, which in turn is used to decrease energy. In the analysis carried out here, the flap 
positions F-1, F-2, F-3 and F-F are being considered. In Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 the 
distribution of configuration changes related to the barometric altitude, computed airspeed and 
distance to runway threshold at which the respective flaps were set by the pilots are visible. The 
evaluations show that there is a very high variability of the flap settings with regard to the distance to 
the runway threshold. It turns out that the Flap F-1 and Flap F-2 setting is bound to a certain speed but 
is widely distributed over the altitude and distance for the different flights. It can be noted that the 
available range for flaps extension is smaller per design than the one for the landing gear whereas 
there is no constraints regarding the altitude or distance parameters. Indeed, there is a maximum 
speed value for each flap setting and a minimum selectable speed that constrain the operational use 
of each flap configuration in a certain speed range. The distance with deviations up to 40 NM at which 
flaps F-1 and F-2 are extended is still characterised by many different flight variations. I.e. there are 
numerous differences in flight altitude with corresponding flight speeds as well as weather influences 
(e.g. wind). On the other hand, the Landing Gear was set in a wide range of speed but at similar 
altitudes and distances. Flaps F-3 and Flaps F-F are much less scattered in comparison to the other 
values. The share of implemented configurations related to the distance to the runway threshold can 
be seen in Figure 15. Also, here is visible that Flaps F-3, Flaps F-F and the Landing Gear were set in a 
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small range, whereas the first two configuration changes are widely scattered. It should be noted, that 
the share of F-F never reaches 100 % due to the fact that also approaches with the landing 
configuration F-3 were performed. 

 

 

Figure 12: Distribution of configuration changes related to the barometric altitude for all investigated flights. 
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Figure 13: Distribution of configuration changes related to the Computed Airspeed for all investigated flights. 

 

Figure 14: Distribution of configuration changes related to the distance to runway threshold for all 
investigated flights. 
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Figure 15: Cumulative distribution of the different aircraft configuration related to the runway threshold for 
all investigated flights 

 

The share of flights with extended Speed Brakes (greater than 0% and up to 100%) at a certain distance 
to the runway threshold can be seen in Figure 16. Speed Brakes are used from over 70 NM to 
approximately 5 NM distance. The highest usage can be seen between 30 NM and 7 NM with a peak 
of over 30 % at 16 NM. This corresponds with the area where the aircraft usually decelerates and ATC 
commands speed restrictions. The flights which used Speed Brakes extended it with a mean value for 
7.78 NM. Also, accumulated flown distance with extended Speed Brakes up to 25 NM can be seen in 
Figure 16. In general, 81.97 % of all investigated flights used the Speed Brakes under flight level 100 
and still 41.38 % of all investigated flights used the Speed Brakes after passing OSNEM (approx. 8 NM 
from runway threshold). It should be noted, that Speed Brakes have a direct impact on the noise 
footprint due to the shape and aerodynamic changes which they apply to the wings. On the other side, 
the fuel consumption might be affected indirectly since they are used to decrease the aircraft energy 
and thereby the engines are normally in idle thrust. However, in certain sequences of the approach it 
can happen that the unfavourable use of Speed Brakes can lead to an increased fuel consumption. An 
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example is the too early and/or too long use of Speed Brakes in a way that subsequently additional 
thrust is needed to maintain a certain speed. Also, if Speed Brakes are used to achieve a lower speed 
and no additional thrust is needed it can lead indirectly to a higher absolute fuel consumption due to 
a longer time of flight. 

 

Figure 16: Left: Share of flights with extended Speed Brakes related to the distance to the runway threshold 
for all investigated flights. Right: Accumulated Speed Brake usage from flight level 100 until runway 

threshold for all investigated flights, which used the Speed Brakes in this range. 

 

4.1.3 Fuel Consumption 

Figure 17 shows the cumulated fuel consumption for all investigated flights. A wide range from 
approximately 100 kg to 300 kg in a distance of 30 NM from the runway threshold can be seen. The 
further away the flights are, the more inhomogeneous the fuel consumption becomes. This is a result 
of the different influences like vertical, speed and lateral paths, aircraft mass, weather conditions or 
ATC restrictions. On the other hand, on the glideslope the flight conditions are getting more similar 
and the fuel consumptions converged. Between flight level 100 and the runway threshold a mean value 
of 201.57 kg fuel was consumed. The mean fuel consumption related to distance and time was 5.55 kg 
per NM and 0.33 kg per second. 
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Figure 17: Integrated fuel consumption related to the distance to the runway threshold for all investigated 
flights. 

4.1.4 Noise 

In Figure 19 and Figure 20, the A-weighted sound exposure levels LAE and the A-weighted maximum 
levels LAS,max for all investigated flights and simulated measurement stations are visible. It can be seen, 
that the values increase while the aircraft approaches the runway and the altitude decreases. The 
values of stations Neuhof, Engelhof and Kaiserstuhl interrupt this trend due to the lower geographical 
position in a valley and thus a bigger distance between the aircraft and the ground. The position and 
altitude of all acoustical measurement stations related to the glidepath, OSNEM and the 1000 ft-Gate 
are shown in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18: Position of acoustical measurement stations related to altitude above sea level, distance to the 
runway threshold, glideslope, Final Approach Fix point OSNEM and the 1000 ft-Gate. (* virtual measurement 

stations) 

 

Figure 19: Simulated sound exposure level distribution for all noise measurement station. 
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Figure 20: Simulated A-weighted level sound exposure level distribution for all noise measurement stations. 

 

4.1.5 ATC arrival controller communication 

ATC data evaluations included the communications with the arrival controller frequencies of Zurich 
arrival east (E_APP) and Zurich arrival west. The communications between the investigated flight and 
the arrival controller were transcribed and divided mainly in instructions and additional information. 
The ATC arrival controller instructions were divided in speed instructions, lateral instructions (heading 
instructions) and vertical instructions (flight level and altitude instructions). Additional information 
that was transcribed comprised actual QNH setting, traffic, remaining Track Miles, etc.  

In Figure 21 the overview of the ATC arrival communications and also of the 3 instructions categories 
is shown. In the top left plot, it can be seen that a large amount of flights perform descent and 
approach phases under high communication with the arrival controller; for instance, 82 flights have 9 
communications received from ATC. Not included here are the communications originated by the pilot, 
only the outcoming communications from ATC. With respect to speed restrictions, as can be seen in 
the top right plot, there is a significant number of flights that receive no speed instruction, about 85 
flights. The maximum number of speed instructions found in the ATC communications for a single 
approach was 8. The bottom left plot shows the distribution of the amount of lateral instructions. Few 
flights have no lateral instruction, whereas the main portion of flight receive at least 3 lateral 
instructions. The same distribution can be seen on the bottom right plot, where 3 or more vertical 
instructions are standard for the investigating flights.  
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Figure 21: Distribution of number of received radio calls per flight from the arrival controller. Upper left: All 
received communication. Upper right: Communications related to speed. Lower left: Communications 
related to the lateral flight profile. Lower right: Communications related to the vertical flight profile. 

Regarding the additional information, the Track Miles information provides the pilot with the 
information of the approximate remaining distance to threshold. For the pilots this value is important 
to plan the approach properly and necessary to perform an optimal approach related to noise emission 
and fuel burn, e.g. to determine the point of descent where no additional thrust is needed until the 
glidepath intercept and the latest point to decelerate to the final approach speed. The analysis shows, 
that the given distance has a great deviation from the actually flown distance of the aircraft (see for 
instance Figure 22). A reason for this is that the planning of the traffic controller can change over time 
but the Track Miles are, for the majority of the flights, communicated only once. That means that the 
pilots are not always provided with the latest information about the distance to fly. It can be seen in 
Figure 22 that the most of the provided values were above the actual remaining flown distance, with 
a mean value of about 3 NM above. As visible in Figure 22, also differences of over 20 NM occurred. 
From the total number of 638 investigated flights, 260 flights received the remaining Track Miles 
information from the arrival controller, in which only 17 flights received an update of that information.  
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Figure 22: Difference (left) of flown distance and given Track Miles by ATC and distribution of this difference 
(right) for all flights, which received Track Miles information at least once. 

 

4.1.6 Wind 

The flight mechanical characteristics and performance are influenced by atmospheric boundary 
conditions. It is essential for the investigation carried out here to evaluate the recorded information 
regarding wind direction and wind speed. In the approach phase, the impact of the wind on the aircraft 
can lead to the abort of the landing/approach. The final approaches on runway 14 are performed on 
average with a tailwind between 2 – 5 kts. It is evident from the deviation analysis that more than 50% 
of the approaches take place with a tailwind component. Furthermore, the influence of the ground 
surface roughness can be seen in the wind speed and wind direction profile. This phenomenon is called 
the Ekman spiral and describes the rotation of the wind´s direction with a simultaneous decrease in its 
speed with decreasing altitude. Note that at Zurich airport it is a characteristic, that the runway to be 
activated is not only chosen due to wind speed and direction. Members of the Advisory Board 
confirmed that normally runway 14 remains activated up to 10 kts of tailwind. If there is higher 
tailwind, usually runway 28 is activated and not as normally expected, the direct opposite direction, 
which would be runway 32.  
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Figure 23: Headwind component on the final approach segment 

 

In Figure 24 it is visible that mean accumulated headwind is approximately -0.2 NM (negative means 
tailwind) with a range between approximately -4 NM and 6 NM for all investigated flights between 
flight level 100 and the runway threshold. Between OSNEM and the runway threshold the mean value 
stays roughly the same but the range decreases to between -1.2 NM and 0.6 NM. 

It should be noted, that a negative value for the accumulated headwind means additional kinetic 
energy. In such a case the aircraft travels a shorter distance relative to the air as relative to the ground. 
Consequently, a shorter distance for energy dissipation is available, which should be considered for an 
optimised approach. A solution could be an earlier decent. 
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Figure 24: Duration from flight level 100 until runway threshold related to the accumulated headwind. 

 

4.2 Speed and Configuration at OSNEM 

OSNEM is the final approach fix point of runway 14. It lies on the crossing point between the glideslope 
and the final capture altitude and thereby marks the glideslope intercept point. This point is interesting 
because on the glidepath only small deviations from the same are allowed, as the vertical profile is 
constrained by procedure. Therefore, the energy budget of the aircraft for the final approach phase 
depends on the speed, configuration and aircraft mass at this point. The deviation from the optimal 
energy level at this point leads to the need for deceleration with Speed Brakes or the preliminary usage 
of gear and flaps or to the need for acceleration with additional thrust, both respectively to stabilize 
the aircraft at the 1000 ft-Gate. Additional thrust can be needed if the aircraft is in a low energy state 
at the glidepath intercept and the target speed is reached too early on the glidepath. In this case the 
thrust may increase to maintain this target speed (e.g. if the approach target speed is reached before 
the 1000 ft Gate). 

Figure 25 shows the computed airspeed distribution related to the aircraft mass at OSNEM. It can be 
seen that the majority of the investigated flights are between 60 t and 64 t. It is also visible that the 
fastest flights tend to be heavier. Additionally, two accumulations in the speed are visible at 180 kts 
and 160 kts. 

The share of the aircraft configuration at OSNEM can be seen in Figure 26. The majority of nearly 70 % 
of the flights crosses the point with Flaps 2, which is consistent with the speed distribution in Figure 
25. Flights which are already configured with Flaps 3 or Flaps 4 probably correspond to the slower 
aircraft. More than 10 % of the flights are configured with Flaps 1 or even clean. These flights are 
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problematic related to the energy management and probably needed the Speed Brakes or preliminary 
usage of Landing Gear to decelerate for the next configurations. 

 

Figure 25: Computed Airspeed at OSNEM related to the aircraft mass for all investigated flights. 
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Figure 26: Share of selected configuration at OSNEM for all investigated flights (filled, blue for Flaps and 
filled, magenta for landing gear). And the share of the landing gear in combination with every flaps setting 

respectively at OSNEM (magenta, not filled) 

 

4.3 1000 ft-Gate 

The 1000 ft-Gate is the checkpoint at which the aircraft must be stabilised or perform a go-around, if 
not. The criteria which lead to a go-around at the 1000-ft Gate normally apply to approaches with IFR 
(Instrument Flight Rules). Under VFR (Visual Flight Rules) the criteria can vary between the airlines and 
also might be switched to 500 ft altitude. This investigation is not provided with enough information 
to determine if a go-around should have been initiated or not, nor does this investigation aims at 
evaluating this point. Therefore, dedicated criteria for this investigation were defined to be evaluated 
at the 1000-ft Gate to assess the general situation. The stabilisation criteria in this investigation are: 

• reach the Approach Speed Target (10 kts tolerance) 

• engines not in idle thrust (N1 > 35 %) 

• landing configuration (landing gear and Flaps 3 or Flaps 4) set 

45 flights in this investigation were not stable at the 1000 ft-Gate related to the Approach Speed target 
as shown in Figure 27. Furthermore, overspeed occurs along all aircraft masses. Related to the landing 
configuration only one flight in the investigated data missed to reach the landing Flap setting. All flights 
had extended the Landing Gear at this point. The threshold related to the thrust was defined to at least 
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35 % N1. 65 flights did not reach this value. In total 76 flights (11.91%) were not stable at the 1000 ft-
Gate with respect to the three mentioned criteria.  

 

 

Figure 27: Deviation from the approach speed related to aircraft mass for every investigated flight. 
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5 Clustering 

In order to find influences of certain behaviour on fuel burn, noise and safety, the data had to be 
separated into clusters. These clusters were used to compare different cases in weather, ATC 
restrictions, pilots’ actions. In addition to the possibility of comparing these clusters related to 
efficiency, they give an overview of the distribution of the used procedures, weather conditions or 
given ATC restrictions.  

5.1 ATC Restrictions 

To conduct an energy efficient approach is a physical question related to timing of changing 
configuration, speed and altitude. In practice, primary at big airports, ATC gives mandatory restrictions 
or instructions which makes an optimal timing mostly impossible. Also, at runway 14 at Zurich airport 
a lot of instructions are given to the pilots via radio. In Figure 21 (upper left) it was shown that the 
most flights received between 7 and 14 radio messages during approach from the arrival controller. 
These messages can be separated into general information (e.g. the current traffic situation, the 
expected distance to go until touchdown or the handover to another frequency) on one side and direct 
flight path instructions to be implemented by the pilots on the other side. The instructions themselves 
can be separated into three categories. First, speed instructions mostly tell the pilots to hold the 
current speed or reduce to a certain speed. Second, lateral instructions tell the pilots to change the 
direction of flight (heading). Third, vertical instructions tell the pilots to maintain or reduce the altitude 
to a certain flight level. Unless otherwise announced, the pilots are expected to implement the 
instructions as soon as possible. The flights received mostly more than one radio call per category as 
shown in Figure 21 (upper right and both lower plots). 

Once the ATC instructions were successfully divided in the 3 categories for the clustering, an overall 
picture of the ATC instructions and intent could be created, which is shown in Figure 28. In Table 2 it 
was already indicated that 638 out of 706 flights are included in the clustering process to analyse the 
data. All flights had at least one kind of instruction to be followed from the beginning of the recordings 
up to the runway threshold. It was also observed that there was no flight that had both free speed 
choice and free vertical profile choice, reinforcing the fact that ATC always makes a choice for the safe 
separation between flights based on at least a speed instruction or on a vertical instruction. Figure 28 
shows also that almost all flights receive a vertical instruction or a lateral instruction from the ATC 
arrival controller. This makes the separation into lower level groups for these kind of instruction 
clusters even more difficult. For the speed instruction categories, nearly 13 % of the flights do not 
receive a speed instruction, and this allows already a separation into two high-level groups of speed 
instructions clusters, as will be shown in more detail in section 5.1.1. Additionally, fuel consumption 
can be best analysed at this point in the DYNCAT project, evaluating the speed instructions and their 
consequence for the progress of the flight. Additional future tasks within DYNCAT will make the noise 
exposure impact clearer, and to this end additional clustering, considering lateral and vertical 
instructions will be made here.  
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Total Flights
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ATC Instruction
638

No ATC Instruction
0

Speed Instruction
556

Speed + Lateral + Vertical
541

Speed + Lateral Instruction
543

Lateral Instruction
616

Vertical Instruction
630

Lateral + Vertical Instruction
614

Speed + Vertical Instruction
548

 

Figure 28: Overall flight data clustering based on ATC instructions 

5.1.1 ATC Speed Instructions 

The restrictions given by ATC have a big influence on the approach efficiency. Furthermore, there is a 
large amount of used combinations. In this case the restrictions related to the aircraft speed were 
separated in different categories and different depth of details. The facts that 556 of 638 flights 
received a speed restriction shows the big potential influence factor. These flights, on the other 
hand, were separated into cases where the first restriction was the Minimum Clean Speed. Among 
others, this aircraft specific speed can be seen as the most efficient speed (e.g. the better lift over 
drag ratio) in clean configuration (minimum clean speed). The comparison with other flights which 
received another non-aircraft specific and less efficient speed restrictions seems obvious. 
Proceeding, these categories were subdivided by other common speed restrictions at Zurich airport. 
These are, in this order, 180 knots and 160 knots including the variation “or greater”. Some of these 
deep categories contain only very few numbers of flights, which makes comparison results not 
significant. An overview over the ATC speed restriction clustering can be seen in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: ATC speed restriction clustering with related amount of flights and the category identifier 

 

Clustering the data using the ATC speed instructions showed that incoming flights that did not receive 
any ATC instruction or did not get the minimum clean speed instructed had different airspeed levels 
during the last 40 NM of approach. Several flights were already flying in the minimum clean airspeed 
range, which could be due to the fact those flights might have already received a speed instruction 
from the radar controller - information that unfortunately was not available for the evaluation. It can 
be clearly seen that at approximately 30 NM two clusters of airspeeds in the flights appear in the data, 
as shown in Figure 30: one cluster at and around 250 kts, which is far above the minimum clean speed 
expected, and another cluster at 210 to 220 kts. The 30 NM distance Gate also corresponds 
approximately to the FL100 altitude gate used for the assessment of the results in chapter 4.1.1 since 
the majority of the flights have a CDA approach profile. Consequently, the remaining flight distance of 
30 NM to the threshold was used to evaluate the current airspeed level of each flight and separate 
them into the different categories. A minimum clean speed estimation for each flight, as depicted in 
the rightmost plot of Figure 30, shows that this value is underestimated in almost all flights, what 
makes it not reasonable to use this estimated value as threshold for the additional filter in the data. 
Though it was found reasonable to define that flights passing this 30 NM-Gate with a computed 
airspeed of 225 kts or below were considered to belong to the minimum clean cluster.  
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Figure 30: Computed airspeed at different distances to threshold 
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6 Analysis of Current Operations 

In this chapter, the flights are categorised and analysed in different groups to make them comparable. 
The primary goal is to make the environmental impact of ATC instructions visible and measurable by 
means of noise measurements and fuel consumption. Comparisons of the approach phase are based 
on the segment between reaching FL100 until the runway threshold. For evaluations of flight 
categories where the respective ATC instructions are expected much later in the approach phase 
results will be shown for the OSNEM final approach fix point, which is at approximately 8 NM from the 
threshold and at 4000 ft, until the runway threshold. Evaluations are also supported by the aircraft 
data at the stabilisation Gate at 1000 ft (AGL, i.e. approx. 2400 ft MSL). The notation of the different 
approach phases used hereafter is schematically illustrated in Figure 31. Note that at Zurich Airport 
the predominant approach type is the Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) which aims at avoiding, at 
least minimising level flight during the Intermediate Approach Segment. 

 

 

Figure 31: Approach phase segments scheme with notation. (IAF = Initial Approach Fix) 
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6.1 ATC Speed Instructions 

The ATC speed instructions will be evaluated by comparison between selected clusters of speed 
restrictions but also by an analysis of outliers in the dataset. The analysis of the most relevant speed 
restrictions clusters is shown in section 6.1.1. These clusters are also the statistically most expressive 
clusters, since some of the classifications comprised only few flights, see for instance Figure 29.  

For the analysis by comparison of clusters figures are presented for the airspeed profiles, altitude 
profiles, configuration management, fuel consumption, engine regime, amongst others, and the 
results and findings are discussed.  

The analysis by outliers comprises figures of the complete dataset filtered by a selected speed 
instruction, e.g. the “180-kts” speed instruction.  In dependence of the current parameter to be 
evaluated, for instance the fuel consumption, those flights with results very far from mean values, are 
selected and assessed separately. From the analysis of these outliers, results and findings are 
discussed, which further can be used for the development of the DYNCAT functionality.  Include here 
some overview text about the different approaches for evaluating the speed restrictions. 

6.1.1 Evaluation by comparison of clusters 

As already described in section 5.1.1, the flights were clustered into different categories related to the 
speed restrictions received from ATC. Not all of the defined categories (see Figure 29) were compared 
and analysed due to insufficient number of flights in some clusters. The following comparisons are 
analysed in detail in the following chapters: 

• Comparison A: Flights with any speed restriction versus flights without speed restriction 

• Comparison B: minimum clean versus no minimum clean 

• Comparison C: minimum clean followed by additional speed restriction versus only minimum 
clean 

• Comparison D: no minimum clean followed by 180 kts versus no speed restrictions 

• Comparison E: minimum clean followed by 180 kts versus no minimum clean followed by 
180 kts 

• Comparison F: no minimum clean followed by 180 kts followed by 160 kts versus no minimum 
clean followed by 180 kts and no 160 kts 

 

6.1.1.1 Evaluation of comparison A 

This section shows the comparison of the two high level clusters with respect to speed instructions 
from the arrival controller. The biggest group contains all flights which have received any sort of speed 
instruction and is called ‘speed restrictions’. The second group contains all flights which have got no 
speed restriction or they have got free speed choice from the arrival controller and is called ‘no speed 
restriction’.  
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Figure 32 shows a general overview of both groups. The top left plot is the altitude approach profile 
from 70 NM flown Track Miles to threshold. The top right plot shows the lateral approach path for 
both groups. It can be seen, especially in the quadrant I, that the flights without any speed restrictions 
have less turns, probably indicating fewer lateral restrictions and thus flying with shorter distances 
until the runway threshold. This is confirmed by the results of Table 6, where the flown average track 
distance is 2 NM shorter from FL100 to runway threshold as for the category ‘speed restriction’. This 
observation is in line with the assumption that absence of speed restrictions would occur primarily in 
phases of lower traffic density, where a more direct routing is achieved more easily by the controllers. 

The bottom left plot shows the speed profiles for both categories. Flight without speed instruction 
maintain speed for a longer time and start to decelerate much closer to the threshold, which is clearly 
visible between the last 20 NM to 10 NM. These results are reflected in the fuel consumption, shown 
in the bottom right plot. The flights without speed instructions have a lower fuel consumption in the 
transition phase, especially due to flight in lower fan speed regimes during the descent. Flights with 
speed restrictions are at a lower speed level, and need to keep these instructed speed levels at 
distances far from the threshold, increasing fuel consumption in the final approach phase. Note also 
that, ‘no speed restriction’ flights have less flight time from FL100, which also implies a lower fuel 
consumption, see Table 6. 

  

  

Figure 32: Comparison A - general overview 
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Table 6 shows the overall results for comparison A. The results are based on a reference altitude 
interval for the descent, which is FL100 until the runway threshold. Both groups of flight in comparison 
A represent a categorisation with the main difference in the transition phase. 

Mean of evaluated parameters Speed restriction No speed restriction 

fuel consumption [kg] 196.23 147.30 

flown Track Miles [NM] 35.45 33.44 

flight time [sec]  596 511 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 5.54 4.40 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%] 84 91 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 7.72 10.65 

Table 6: Comparison A: numerical results based on the reference descent from FL100 to runway threshold. 

  

 

 

Figure 33: Comparison A - Effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and consumed 
fuel 

In order to allow a direct comparison between two categories, it must be assured that wind influence 
does not affect the outcome. Therefore, an accumulated headwind component for each flight is 
calculated. The accumulated headwind can be interpreted as an additional or reduced distance due to 
headwind for each flight from the selected altitude gate until the runway threshold. For comparison A 
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this accumulated distance is equivalent for both categories, as can be seen by the vertical bars included 
in the plots in Figure 33. The flights with speed restrictions (blue markers) have on average an 
accumulated headwind component of -0.256 NM, what effectively is a tailwind component, meaning 
additional track miles or drag is required for energy dissipation. For the flight without a speed 
restriction (red markers) the accumulated headwind component is -0.377 NM, which shows that both 
categories have in mean nearly the same headwind component from FL100 until touchdown. If the 
headwind components for both categories differ in such way that a direct comparison is not possible 
anymore, the aircraft performance due to the wind influence needs to be accounted for and included 
in the results.  

It should be noted, that a negative value for the accumulated headwind means prevailing tailwind and 
thus additional kinetic energy. In such a case the aircraft travels a shorter distance relative to the air 
as relative to the ground. Consequently, a shorter distance for energy dissipation is available, which 
should be considered for an optimised approach. A solution could be an earlier decent. 

 

 

  

  

Figure 34: Comparison A - configuration management 
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Figure 34 shows the overview of the aircraft configuration for both categories of comparison A. The 
top left plot shows the cumulative fraction of flights with the respective configurations at a certain 
distance to threshold. It is clearly visible that flights that receive a speed restriction from ATC deploy 
the F-1 and F-2 configurations much earlier, at a greater distance to the threshold. This is seen in the 
top right plot, where some of the flights already fly in F-1 configuration at approximately 45 NM Track 
Miles from threshold. It can be noted that F-1 might be required to respect a low speed restriction, 
depending on the aircraft mass. In the bottom left plot, it can be seen, that due to the early stage of 
flight for F-1 and F-2, these high lift configurations are used at higher altitudes. Without speed 
restrictions from ATC the landing gear seems to be used more often to reduce speed, what can be seen 
in the bottom right plot. While all high lift configurations are used at the same speed level, the landing 
gear is used at a much higher speed level in the group of flights without speed restrictions (mean = 
189 kts with 25 %-75 % quartiles of 202 kts -172 kts), compared to the ‘speed restrictions’ category in 
blue (mean = 170 kts with 25 %-75 % quartiles of 180 kts -160 kts). 25 % of the flights in the red 
category even use the Landing Gear above 200 kts, which may significantly contribute to the aircraft 
noise exposure. It can be noted that the upper speed limit to use the landing gear is much greater than 
the one for F-1. 

The use of F-1 and F-2 configurations provoked by speed restrictions is also seen in the lateral approach 
profile depicted in Figure 36. It can be seen that a wider footprint using F-1 and F-2 is generated for 
the ‘speed restriction’ category flights. This will be investigated in terms of noise exposure in the 
upcoming activities of WP4. 

 

 

Figure 35: Comparison A: F-1 deployment points (blue for ‘speed restrictions’ flights, red for ‘no speed 
restrictions’ flights). 
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Figure 36: Comparison A: F-2 deployment points (blue for ‘speed restrictions’ flights, red for ‘no speed 
restrictions’ flights). 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Comparison A - flown distance and average fan speed from FL100 to threshold 

 

The results in Figure 37 confirm the visualisation of the flight path shown already in Figure 32, where 
flights without any speed restriction have a much more direct approach path profile and consequently 
have less distance to fly from FL100 up to threshold. Also, it can be seen that 75 % of the flights are 
within a range of 30 NM to 38 NM, in contrast to the category with speed restrictions, where 25 % of 
the flight have a distance of greater than 38 NM, and 5 % of the flight even have a distance of more 
than 47 NM, although they do not perform one of the published holding patterns at Zürich. The N1 
curve shows that for the last 30 NM approximately 35 % of flight in the ‘speed restriction’ category 
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(blue) have a constant N1 level above the red curve (‘no speed restriction’ flights), what is an indication 
of the need to hold the ATC instructed speed during the final approach phase. Before 30 NM, flights 
with speed restrictions have higher average N1 levels. This fact still needs to be investigated in detail 
to clarify the reasons for it. Both curves also show a decrease in N1 at around 8 NM, corresponding to 
the intercept of the glideslope at OSNEM, and later a higher N1 level to hold the approach speed target 
after the 1000 ft-Gate.  

 

  

Figure 38: Comparison A – computed airspeed and configuration at OSNEM. (Blue and black not filled is the 
share of the landing gear configuration in combination with every flaps setting respectively at OSNEM) 

The left plot of Figure 38 shows the speed distribution over OSNEM. It can be seen that a group of 
flights with ATC speed instructions arrive at OSNEM already with 180 kts and another group at around 
160 kts. For the ‘no speed restriction’ category, no clustering of airspeed can be discerned. There is a 
much sparser distribution of the airspeed for the cases where speed is considered to be free eligible 
by the pilots. This finding is supported by the right plot of Figure 38, which shows about half of the 
flights with no speed restriction (orange) arriving with F-1 (46 %) or clean (5 %), suggesting higher 
speeds. However, around seven percent of these flights arrive with the landing gear also already 
extended. This may indicate the need to dissipate excess energy using additional drag from the landing 
gear. Especially for flights arriving on the glideslope in clean configuration and with a speed greater 
than the F-1 Limit speed, the use of the Landing Gear may be the only viable option to avoid 
acceleration and becoming able to extend the flaps. Most flights of both groups, with and without 
previously ATC-issued speed constraints, arrive at OSNEM with F-2 (around 72 % of the flights with and 
around 49 % of the flights without speed restrictions). Again, some of these arrive with the landing 
gear already extended.  

Compared to the expected standard sequence of configuration changes (glideslope intercept with 
either F-1 or F-2, continuation on the glideslope, later on extension of (if not already set) F-2, then the 
landing gear, followed by flap extension to landing configuration), a gear extension before OSNEM is 
considerably earlier. In case of the flights with speed restrictions the early extension may indicate the 
need to reduce the speed to a new speed constraint. However, the use of Speed Brakes at low speeds 
can be insufficient in terms of achievable versus required/desired deceleration. Furthermore, there 
are additional limitations regarding the use of Speed Brakes at low speeds. Hence, the gear may be 
preferred as the more suitable means to adequately decelerate to a new given speed constraint. For 
flights without speed constraint the early gear extension (before OSNEM) may be a consequence of 
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over-energy, which may result from an aggressive descent profile. Again, the gear may be preferred to 
the use of Speed Brakes due to limiting factors (e.g. a considerable increase in lowest selectable speed 
when extending the Speed Brakes, as may considerably limit their use in a certain speed).  

No flights without speed restrictions arrive at OSNEM with F-3 or F-F. However, a significant portion of 
the flights with speed restrictions arrive configured with F-3 (around 14 %) or F-F (around 6 %). This 
may indicate that these flights are required to already reduce to low speeds, such as their Final 
Approach Speed, e.g. due to maintain minimum separation to the previous aircraft in high density 
traffic situations. A possible reason for flights with F-3 but no gear extended may be insufficient drag 
with F-2 to maintain a given speed without accelerating, in which case extending F-3 may be preferred 
over extending the landing gear for some speeds. 

The analysis of the Speed Brake usage in Figure 39 shows that although both categories make use of 
Speed Brakes. Without ATC speed instructions the use of Speed Brakes in the last 30 NM is almost 20 % 
higher. This is also seen in the accumulated distance of using Speed Brakes from FL100 until 
touchdown, right plot of Figure 39. The higher usage of Speed Brakes is attributed to the fact that 
flights without speed instructions are prone to arrive faster in the final approach phase, and hence 
need to reduce speed and altitude in a much shorter time to intercept the glideslope, achieve the 
correct configuration and a sufficient stabilisation.  

 

 

Figure 39: Comparison A – Speed Brake usage 
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Figure 40: Comparison A - overspeed at 1000 ft-Gate 

 

The noise pressure levels comparison between the two categories in this section, shows that only small 
differences are encountered for the noise monitoring stations evaluated, see Figure 41. These stations 
are located within the last 10 NM of the final approach phase where the distribution of the aircraft 
configuration tends to be similar. However, for the measurement stations Kaiserstuhl, Weiach and 
Raat, there is a higher difference encountered when compared to the results of the other 
measurement stations. For Weiach the difference is of the order of 1.2 dB for LASmax and approximately 
0.9 dB for LAE. 

 

  

Figure 41: Comparison A - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 
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Noise levels 
[dB] 

LAS,max blue LAS,max red ∆LAS,max LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.54±3.14 65.76±3.57 +0.78±4.76 77.41±2.65 76.11±3.16 +1.30±4.12 

Steinruette 67.72±1.77 67.76±2.09 -0.04±2.74 78.34±1.49 77.90±1.85 +0.44±2.38 

Neuhof* 66.10±1.37 66.40±1.77 -0.30±2.23 77.38±1.19 77.29±1.72 +0.10±2.10 

Engelhof* 65.09±1.23 65.62±1.61 -0.53±2.03 76.34±1.11 76.46±1.59 -0.11±1.94 

Kaiserstuhl 67.72±1.29 68.44±1.70 -0.73±2.13 78.70±1.15 79.14±1.55 -0.45±1.93 

Weiach 72.18±1.36 73.40±1.88 -1.21±2.32 82.08±1.30 82.97±1.73 -0.89±2.16 

Raat* 73.06±1.37 73.93±1.68 -0.87±2.17 82.48±1.29 83.16±1.60 -0.68±2.06 

Stadel 75.25±0.87 75.29±0.99 -0.04±1.31 84.43±0.88 84.42±0.97 +0.01±1.30 

Stadlersee 76.22±0.74 76.14±0.77 +0.08±1.07 85.19±0.79 85.07±0.80 +0.12±1.12 

Hoeri 80.32±0.66 80.33±0.68 -0.01±0.95 88.10±0.66 88.05±0.69 +0.05±0.96 

Table 7: Comparison A: noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation). 
Significant differences in the noise pressure levels are highlighted. 
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6.1.1.2 Evaluation of comparison B 

In the previous section it was shown that ATC speed instructions have an influence on the fuel 
consumption, noise exposure and energy management of the arriving flights. In order to investigate 
which ATC instructions have the most impact in fuel consumption, noise exposure and energy 
management, different levels of speed restrictions are analysed and compared. In this section the 
difference of the impact of flights that are instructed to continue on their minimum clean speed 
(‘Min.Clean’ category) and those which do not have to follow their minimum clean speed 
(‘noMin.Clean’ category) is shown.  

Figure 42 gives the general overview of both categories. The vertical approach profile, top left plot, is 
practically equivalent for the last 70 NM. Also, the lateral profile of both groups of flights is similar. As 
expected, the speed level is higher for flights without minimum clean instructed. The higher speed 
level associated with the equivalent approach profile leads to lower fuel consumptions for this 
category, as can be seen in the bottom right plot of Figure 42. 

  

  

Figure 42: Comparison B - general overview 
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mean of evaluated parameters ‘Min.Clean’ ‘noMin.Clean’ 

fuel consumption [kg] 219.02 168.22 

flown Track Miles [NM] 36.57 34.06 

flight time [sec]  634 550 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 5.99 4.94 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%] 78.7 90.65 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 6.22 9.31 

Table 8: Comparison B: numerical results based on the reference descent from FL100 to runway threshold. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 43: Comparison B - effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and fuel 
consumed 
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Figure 44: Comparison B - configuration management 

 

Figure 44 shows the summary of the configuration management for both categories in comparison B. 
It can be seen that the early instruction of minimum clean speed leads to F-1 and F-2 configurations 
much earlier, see for instance top right plot, and consequently at a higher altitude range, see bottom 
left plot. This might be counter-intuitive, since the pilot has at this point the opportunity to fly at the 
best lift-to-drag speed in clean configuration, but a closer look into the data revealed a usual flight 
procedure adopted to handle this situation, which is driven by the need to dissipate the total energy 
of the aircraft during the transition phase. As soon as the pilots receive the minimum clean instruction, 
a reduction of the airspeed to approximately 220-210 kts is needed, which leads to flights very close 
to the VLS (lowest selectable speed). Consequently, a very limited range for the use of Speed Brakes is 
the result. On the other side, since energy dissipation is pursued, the altitude must be reduced without 
any further speed gain. Therefore, one strategy used by the pilots is the use of Speed Brakes. To allow 
an effective use of the Speed Brakes in these situations, pilots deploy F-1, which reduces the VLS and 
adds a wider Speed Brake usable range. The existence of this progress was also confirmed by members 
of the Advisory Board. The early reduction in speed is seen while comparing the F-3, F-F and Landing 
Gear configurations deployment speeds. The flights within the category without minimum clean speed 
instructed have higher speed levels for these configurations, see for instance the bottom right plot.  
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The points where ATC instructions were issued can be seen in Figure 45 for the ‘MinClean’ category. 
Since the minimum clean instruction is given very early in the approach phase, the F-1 is used also very 
early (see description above), see Figure 46, and the foot-print of the noise exposure in the final 
approach area is wider, as can be seen in Figure 47. 

  

Figure 45: ATC instructions for the ‘Min.Clean’ Category (green marker - Minimum Clean instructed, blue 
marker 180 instructed and red marker 160 instructed). 

 

  

Figure 46: F-1 Deployment. (Blue marker for the ‘Min.Clean’ category, red marker for the ‘noMin.Clean’-
category). 
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Figure 47: Comparison B: F-1 deployment points. (Blue marker for the ‘Min.Clean’ category, red marker for 
the ‘noMin.Clean’-category). 

 

  

Figure 48: Comparison B – computed airspeed and configuration at OSNEM. (Blue and black not filled is the 
share of the landing gear configuration in combination with every flaps setting respectively at OSNEM) 

  

Figure 49: Comparison B - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 
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Noise levels 
[dB] 

LAS,max blue LAS,max red ∆LAS,max LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.94±2.21 66.04±3.95 +0.90±4.53 77.85±1.77 76.87±3.36 +0.98±3.79 

Steinruette 67.62±1.31 67.85±2.20 -0.23±2.56 78.34±1.13 78.33±1.84 +0.01±2.17 

Neuhof* 65.90±1.12 66.36±1.59 -0.46±1.95 77.27±0.98 77.52±1.40 -0.25±1.71 

Engelhof* 64.82±1.07 65.42±1.33 -0.59±1.71 76.18±1.00 76.54±1.21 -0.35±1.57 

Kaiserstuhl 67.40±1.10 68.10±1.41 -0.70±1.79 78.48±1.02 78.96±1.24 -0.47±1.61 

Weiach 71.95±1.26 72.47±1.43 -0.53±1.91 81.91±1.24 82.29±1.33 -0.38±1.82 

Raat* 72.80±1.20 73.39±1.49 -0.59±1.92 82.27±1.21 82.74±1.34 -0.47±1.81 

Stadel 75.21±0.84 75.30±0.90 -0.09±1.23 84.37±0.85 84.50±0.90 -0.12±1.24 

Stadlersee 76.20±0.74 76.24±0.75 -0.03±1.05 85.18±0.80 85.21±0.77 -0.03±1.11 

Hoeri 80.32±0.66 80.31±0.66 +0.02±0.94 88.12±0.66 88.09±0.67 +0.03±0.94 

Table 9: Comparison B: noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation) 

 

 

Figure 50: Comparison B – Speed Brake usage 

The comparison of the Speed Brake usage between the groups with minimum clean and without 
minimum clean instructed shows, similarly to the comparison A in section 6.1.1.1, that with less speed 
constraints the Speed Brakes are used more often. As already shown in Figure 42, the category without 
the minimum clean instructed arrives at the final approach point with a higher speed level, which 
presumably leads to more Speed Brake usage. On the other side, flights with the minimum clean 
instructed have a lower speed level and need to keep speed upwards during a longer period of time, 
as can be seen in Figure 51, between 40 NM and 10 NM, where the N1 for the blue curve is higher in 
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relation to the red (‘noMin.Clean’) curve. In addition, thrust increases with F-1 extension on A320 
family, in order to prevent a potential go-around, and ensure a transition from Idle to TOGA in less 
than 8 seconds, as required by the certification. The drop in N1 at around 8 NM is similar for both 
categories due to the final slope capture and further the N1 rise corresponds to the 1000 ft-Gate and 
more particularly to the final approach speed capture. 

 

Figure 51: Comparison B - flown distance and average fan speed from FL100 to threshold 

 

 

Figure 52: Comparison B - overspeed at 1000 ft-Gate 

For the final approach there is no significant difference between both categories ‘Min.Clean’ and 
‘noMin.Clean’. Both groups of flights have equivalent speed distributions at the 1000 ft-Gate, see for 
instance Figure 52. Therefore, the main differences in this comparison can be attributed to the descent 
from FL100 down to OSNEM.  
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6.1.1.3 Evaluation of comparison C 

Comparison C comprises the cluster of flights that receive the instruction from ATC to fly the minimum 
clean speed and also receive other speed instructions (‘Min.Clean-andothers’), and a second cluster of 
flights that receive solely the minimum clean speed instruction (‘onlyMin.Clean’). The results for the 
comparison C show that both group of flights have nearly the same impact in fuel consumption and 
noise exposure during the transition and final approach phases. Vertical profiles, lateral profiles as well 
as the speed levels and fuel consumption are equivalent, as shown in Figure 53 and also in the values 
in Table 10. 

  

  

Figure 53: Comparison C - general overview 
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mean of evaluated parameters ‘Min.Clean-andOthers’ ‘onlyMin.Clean’ 

fuel consumption [kg] 221.40 215.94 

flown Track Miles [NM] 36.91 35.86 

flight time [sec]  637.82 627.25 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 

(FL100 / 5000ft / OSNEM)  

6.02 / 7.87 / 10.09 5.92 / 7.66 / 9.99 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%]  

(FL100 / 5000ft / OSNEM) 

80.79 / 66.67 / 33.90 74.70 / 63.86 / 32.53 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 

(FL100 / 5000ft / OSNEM) 

5.08 / 2.58 / 1.12 4.48 / 2.54 / 1.09 

Table 10: Comparison C: numerical results based on the reference descent from FL100, from 5000 ft and also 
from OSNEM to runway threshold. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 54: Comparison C - effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and fuel 
consumed 
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Figure 55: Comparison C - configuration management 

Figure 55 shows that there is a slightly earlier use of F-1 and F-2 for the blue category (‘Min.Clean-
andOthers’) but for the other configurations (F-3, F-F and Landing Gear) there is almost no difference 
in the set-up distance to threshold, airspeed and respective altitude.  

 

Figure 56: Comparison C - flown distance and average fan speed from FL100 to threshold 
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Figure 57: Comparison C – computed airspeed and configuration at OSNEM. (Blue and black not filled is the 
share of the landing gear configuration in combination with every flaps setting respectively at OSNEM) 

The comparison between the speed levels at OSNEM and related configurations shows also that the 
aircraft configuration and speed levels are equivalent at this waypoint. Also, the noise exposure results 
show no significant difference between the categories ‘Min.Clean-andOthers’ and ‘onlyMin.Clean’, see 
Figure 58 and Table 11. 

  

Figure 58: Comparison C - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 
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Noise levels 
[dB] 

LASmax 
blue 

LASmax red ∆LASmax LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.92±2.12 66.99±2.42 -0.07±3.22 77.86±1.69 77.82±1.94 +0.03±2.58 

Steinruette 67.67±1.33 67.51±1.26 +0.15±1.83 78.40±1.16 78.21±1.06 +0.19±1.57 

Neuhof* 65.94±1.10 65.81±1.16 +0.13±1.60 77.32±1.00 77.16±0.94 +0.16±1.37 

Engelhof* 64.87±1.09 64.72±1.03 +0.15±1.50 76.25±1.04 76.04±0.89 +0.20±1.37 

Kaiserstuhl 67.49±1.12 67.20±1.02 +0.29±1.51 78.57±1.07 78.28±0.89 +0.29±1.39 

Weiach 71.99±1.28 71.85±1.21 +0.13±1.76 81.95±1.26 81.82±1.20 +0.13±1.74 

Raat* 72.86±1.23 72.66±1.12 +0.20±1.67 82.35±1.23 82.11±1.14 +0.24±1.68 

Stadel 75.26±0.82 75.09±0.89 +0.17±1.21 84.43±0.84 84.24±0.88 +0.19±1.21 

Stadlersee 76.24±0.72 76.12±0.77 +0.12±1.05 85.24±0.80 85.04±0.78 +0.20±1.12 

Hoeri 80.35±0.68 80.25±0.62 +0.10±0.92 88.16±0.66 88.02±0.64 +0.13±0.92 

Table 11: Comparison C: noise pressure levels LASmax and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation) 

 

Figure 59: Comparison C – Speed Brake usage 

The Speed Brake usage analysis shown in Figure 59 indicates that there is no difference in this regard 
if the flights receives any additional speed restriction besides the minimum clean airspeed, which also 
is reflected in the very similar distribution of flights with overspeed passing the 1000 ft-Gate, as shown 
in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60: Comparison C - Overspeed at 1000 ft-Gate 

The discussion in this section leads to the conclusion that once the flights have received the minimum 
clean speed restriction, there is no obvious difference in the energy management for the flight down 
to the threshold that might have an impact in the fuel consumption or noise exposure. This can be 
attributed to the early reduction of the speed level during the transition phase. The impact of other 
instructions, e.g. vertical and lateral instructions, in addition to the well comparable speed 
management of these two categories will be analysed further in this project.  
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6.1.1.4 Evaluation of comparison D 

The comparison D will illustrate the difference in the speed management for the category that has no 
speed restrictions and the category that is assumed to reach the final approach phase without a speed 
restriction but then receives the 180 kts restriction (‘noMin.Clean-180’). This comparison will show the 
impact of arriving with a high-speed level and then the obligation to reduce airspeed against the free 
speed management.  

  

  

Figure 61: Comparison D - general overview 

As can be seen in the bottom left plot of Figure 61 both categories have the same speed level in the 
arrival route and transition phase and also while flying through the 30 NM to 20 NM range. However, 
the ‘noMin.Clean-180’-category uses F-1 and F-2 much earlier (Figure 62). On the other hand, the 
landing gear is deployed at much higher speeds in the ‘noSpeedRestrictions’-category, to assist the 
speed reduction from high speed levels, see for instance Figure 62. 
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Figure 62: Comparison D - configuration management 

 

Figure 63: ATC Instruction points for the ‘noMin.Clean-180’-category. (Blue marker is the 180 kts instruction, 
red marker is the 160 kts instruction). 
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Figure 64: Comparison D - effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and fuel 
consumed 

The accumulated headwind component in Figure 64 shows no significant difference for both 
categories.  

 

mean of evaluated parameters ‘noMin.Clean-180’ ‘noSpeedRestriction’ 

fuel consumption [kg] 168.51 147.30 

flown Track Miles [NM] 33.73 33.44 

flight time [sec]  550. 511 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 5.00 4.40 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%] 94 91 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 9.80 10.65 

Table 12: Comparison D: numerical results based on the reference descent from FL100 to runway threshold. 
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Figure 65: Comparison D: computed airspeed distribution at OSNEM 

As already shown in Section 6.1.1.1, ‘noSpeedRestriction’ flights have higher speed levels while passing 
OSNEM. The ‘noMin.Clean-180’ category shows a clustering at around 180 kts and also a distribution 
to lower airspeeds at this flight point. The high speed levels of the ‘noSpeedRestriction’ flights seem to 
be dissipated using the Landing Gear deployment at higher speeds and in the last 10 NM, cf. Figure 62, 
whereas the Speed Brake usage is very similar for both categories, as shown in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66: Comparison D: Speed Brake usage 

The landing gear deployment combined with the higher speed levels might also be the main driver for 
the relevantly higher noise level for the ‘noSpeedRestriction’ category at the measurement stations 
Kaiserstuhl, Weiach and Raat. 
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Figure 67: Comparison D - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 

 

Noise levels 
[dB] 

LAS,max blue LAS,max red ∆LAS,max LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.52±3.28 65.76±3.57 +0.76±4.85 77.48±2.63 76.11±3.16 +1.38±4.11 

Steinruette 67.92±1.81 67.76±2.09 +0.17±2.76 78.57±1.48 77.90±1.85 +0.67±2.37 

Neuhof* 66.28±1.10 66.40±1.77 -0.12±2.08 77.58±0.97 77.29±1.72 +0.30±1.98 

Engelhof* 65.32±1.04 65.62±1.61 -0.30±1.92 76.55±0.87 76.46±1.59 +0.09±1.82 

Kaiserstuhl 67.91±1.15 68.44±1.70 -0.53±2.05 78.86±1.04 79.14±1.55 -0.28±1.87 

Weiach 72.31±1.25 73.40±1.88 -1.08±2.26 82.19±1.20 82.97±1.73 -0.79±2.10 

Raat* 73.19±1.31 73.93±1.68 -0.74±2.13 82.59±1.15 83.16±1.60 -0.57±1.97 

Stadel 75.33±0.87 75.29±0.99 +0.04±1.32 84.55±0.86 84.42±0.97 +0.14±1.29 

Stadlersee 76.30±0.70 76.14±0.77 +0.16±1.05 85.30±0.72 85.07±0.80 +0.23±1.08 

Hoeri 80.37±0.63 80.33±0.68 +0.04±0.93 88.18±0.66 88.05±0.69 +0.12±0.96 

Table 13: Comparison D: noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation). 
Significant differences in the noise pressure levels are highlighted.  
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6.1.1.5 Evaluation of comparison E 

Comparison E evaluates the possible impact of the instruction to reduce to 180 kts for a category of 
flight arriving to the final approach flying with minimum clean speed instructed (‘Min.Clean-180’) and 
another category without minimum clean instructed (‘noMin.Clean-180’). As expected the speed level 
of the ‘noMin.Clean-180’ category is much higher, see bottom left plot in Figure 68.  

  

  

Figure 68: Comparison E - general overview 

A large number of flights is restricted to the minimum clean airspeed already at 70 NM, as can be seen 
in Figure 71. On the other hand, the flights without minimum clean instructed fly in a speed band of 
250 kts to 350 kts even up to 30 NM, whereas at this distance almost all flights in the ‘MinClean-180’ 
group have a speed level of less than 225 kts. The impact of the minimum clean speed restriction can 
be also seen in the F-1 usage, shown in Figure 72 (this process was already described in section 6.1.1.2). 
Due to ATC instructions to reduce to 180 kts at already 40 NM to threshold, see Figure 71, 
approximately 25% of the flights have already set F-1 at 30 NM. The F-1 configuration point is also 
shown in Figure 73 in the computed airspeed against distance to threshold plot. Even though not all 
flights have received the 180 kts at 50 NM, some flights have already configured F-1 at this point due 
to their low speed level.  
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Figure 69: Comparison E - effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and fuel 
consumed 
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Figure 70: ATC instruction for ‘noMin.Clean-180’ category. (blue is 180 Instruction, red is 160 instruction) 

 

Figure 71: ATC instruction for ‘Min.Clean-180’ category. (green is Min Clean instruction, blue is 180, red is 
160) 
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Figure 72: Comparison E - configuration management 

In Figure 72 it is again seen, as in the other comparisons before, that even with approximately the 
same Landing Gear deployment point (in NM to threshold), the category with less speed restrictions, 
which in this case is the ‘noMin.Clean-180’ category, uses the Landing Gear at higher speed levels 
(bottom right plot). The speed level is approximately 10 kts higher than for the ‘Min.Clean-180’ 
instructed flights and is again directly correlated to higher speed level during the final approach phase. 
A direct correlation is also present with the Speed Brake usage. Flights arriving with minimum clean 
speed instructed are at lower speed levels during the evaluation phase from FL100 to threshold. 
However, they make use of the Speed Brakes in an early phase of the descent, see Figure 74, where it 
can be seen that up to 50 NM almost no flight of the ‘noMin.Clean-180’ category uses the Speed Brakes 
whereas for the ‘Min.Clean-180’ category 10 % of flights used Speed Brakes to decelerate. In the final 
approach phase the Speed Brake usage is the opposite. Almost 40 % of the flights in the ‘noMin.Clean-
180’ category use Speed Brakes between 30 NM and 10 NM to decelerate, whereas the ‘Min.Clean-
180’ flights are already at a low speed levels. This effect can also be seen in Figure 75, where it is shown 
that the blue category has a higher N1 level to hold the instructed speed whereas the red category is 
still decelerating in idle.  
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Figure 73: Comparison E: F-1 deployment point (blue is ‘MinClean-180’ category, red is ‘noMin.Clean-180’ 
category). 

 

Figure 74: Comparison E: Speed Brake usage 
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mean of evaluated parameters ‘Min.Clean-180’ ‘noMin.Clean-180’ 

fuel consumption [kg] 224.29 168.51 

flown Track Miles [NM] 36.77 33.73 

flight time [sec]  641 550 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 6.10 5.00 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%] 80 94 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 5.88 9.80 

Table 14: Comparison E: numerical results based on the reference descent from FL100 to runway threshold. 

 

 

Figure 75: Comparison E: average fan speed N1 
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Figure 76: Comparison E: computed airspeed at OSNEM 

At OSNEM both categories of comparison E show the clustering around 180 kts and 160 kts. Even 
though the ‘noMin.Clean-180’ flights are clustered to the higher speed level of 180 kts. At the 1000 ft-
Gate both categories show equivalent results, see Figure 77. 

 

Figure 77: Comparison E: computed airspeed at 1000 ft-Gate 
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Figure 78: Comparison E - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 

 

Noise levels 
[dB] 

LAS,max blue LAS,max red ∆LAS,max LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.95±2.25 66.52±3.28 +0.43±3.97 77.92±1.76 77.48±2.63 +0.44±3.16 

Steinruette 67.69±1.25 67.92±1.81 -0.23±2.20 78.46±1.06 78.57±1.48 -0.11±1.82 

Neuhof* 65.91±1.09 66.28±1.10 -0.37±1.54 77.33±0.98 77.58±0.97 -0.25±1.38 

Engelhof* 64.87±1.07 65.32±1.04 -0.45±1.49 76.27±1.06 76.55±0.87 -0.28±1.37 

Kaiserstuhl 67.52±1.15 67.91±1.15 -0.39±1.62 78.60±1.06 78.86±1.04 -0.27±1.49 

Weiach 72.01±1.28 72.31±1.25 -0.31±1.79 81.96±1.26 82.19±1.20 -0.23±1.74 

Raat* 72.85±1.18 73.19±1.31 -0.34±1.76 82.35±1.19 82.59±1.15 -0.24±1.66 

Stadel 75.23±0.81 75.33±0.87 -0.10±1.19 84.40±0.83 84.55±0.86 -0.15±1.20 

Stadlersee 76.23±0.70 76.30±0.70 -0.07±0.99 85.24±0.81 85.30±0.72 -0.06±1.09 

Hoeri 80.35±0.68 80.37±0.63 -0.02±0.93 88.16±0.68 88.18±0.66 -0.02±0.95 

Table 15: Comparison E: noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation) 
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6.1.1.6 Evaluation of comparison F 

The comparisons A until E, sections 6.1.1.1 to 6.1.1.5, have shown that the ATC instructions may have 
a measurable impact on the flight management during the transition and final approach phases. This 
section evaluates the impact of the lowest level of speed instructions regarded for the clustering of 
the data, which is the 160 kts speed instruction. This speed instruction is the lowest standard speed 
instruction used for landings at Zurich RWY 14.  

Figure 79 clearly shows that both categories in this comparison have equivalent vertical and speed 
profiles from 70 NM up to the runway threshold. These two categories, although comprising only a 
small number of flights to analyse, show that there is a difference in the management of the 
configuration for the aircraft during the final approach and landing phase, as can be seen in the 
configuration set up as function of the computed airspeed, bottom right plot of Figure 80. Flights within 
the category ‘noMinClean-180-no160’ have a higher speed level for the Landing Gear, F-3 and F-F. This 
higher level is reflected in the stabilisation performance, where 22 % of the flights which do not receive 
the 160 kts instructions are not stabilised at the 1000 ft-Gate. 11 % of the flights are not stable in terms 
of the airspeed, having a deviation of more than 10 kts to the approach speed target. This higher speed 
level is probably also the cause for the lower fuel consumption from OSNEM to threshold, because the 
thrust level is also slightly lower (see for instance Figure 83 between 10 NM and 1000 ft-Gate, and also 
Table 16). It can be noted again that the 1000 ft-Gate is the target for IFR conditions, not VFR, which 
might explain some “non-stabilisation” results. 
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Figure 79: Comparison F - general overview 

 

mean of evaluated parameters ‘noMin.Clean-180-160’ ‘noMin.Clean-180-no160’ 

fuel consumption [kg] 79.79 73.47 

flown Track Miles [NM] 8 8 

flight time [sec]  182 177 

normalised fuel consumed [kg/NM] 9.98 9.21 

flights with Speed Brake usage [%] 54.00 38.89 

cumulative Speed Brake usage [NM] 1.10 1.59 

Table 16: Comparison F: numerical results based on the reference descent OSNEM to runway threshold 
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Figure 80. Comparison F: configuration management 

It can be observed in the Figure 80 that the F-3 configuration is used earlier for the category that 
receives the 160 kts instruction. This effect might be correlated to the aircraft performance 
characteristics of the Airbus A320-214, which better achieves the 160 kts at F-3 configuration. Once 
this is a characteristic that many pilots know about, it can be assumed that they would quickly 
configure the aircraft to this configuration to achieve as soon as possible the controllers instructed 
speed. Speed level is nearly the same, however the ATC instructions for the category that receives the 
160 is approximately 5 NM before the F-3 configuration. The other category is not restricted and can 
manage the speed on the final approach by their own.  

It should be noted that the reason for effects like unsteady thrust setting (see Figure 84) are target for 
further investigations. 
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Figure 81: Comparison F - effects of the accumulated headwind on Track Miles, flight time and fuel consumed 

 

Figure 82: Comparison F - F-3 deployment point (blue is ‘noMinClean-180-160’ categroy. Red is ‘noMin.Clean-
180-no160’ category). 
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Figure 83: Comparison F: mean of fan speed 

 

 

Figure 84: Comparison F: thrust setting and F-3 deployment point (blue is ‘noMin.Clean-180-160’ category. 
Red is ‘noMin.Clean-180-no160’ category). 
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Figure 85: Comparison F: Speed Brake usage 

 

  

Figure 86: Comparison F - noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE 
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Noise levels 
[dB] 

LAS,max blue LAS,max red ∆LAS,max LAE blue LAE red ∆LAE 

Hasle 66.88±3.44 66.14±2.88 +0.75±4.49 77.83±2.76 77.07±2.22 +0.77±3.55 

Steinruette 67.79±1.89 68.07±1.87 -0.28±2.66 78.56±1.53 78.56±1.55 -0.01±2.18 

Neuhof* 66.21±1.03 66.38±1.26 -0.16±1.63 77.62±0.86 77.54±1.16 +0.08±1.45 

Engelhof* 65.34±1.13 65.31±1.01 +0.03±1.51 76.66±0.85 76.43±0.94 +0.23±1.26 

Kaiserstuhl 67.83±1.22 68.07±1.12 -0.24±1.66 78.91±1.04 78.88±1.10 +0.03±1.51 

Weiach 72.12±1.17 72.66±1.39 -0.54±1.82 82.12±1.14 82.40±1.30 -0.28±1.73 

Raat* 73.04±1.11 73.47±1.53 -0.43±1.88 82.51±1.04 82.77±1.30 -0.26±1.67 

Stadel 75.39±0.77 75.31±1.05 +0.08±1.30 84.63±0.78 84.51±0.98 +0.12±1.25 

Stadlersee 76.42±0.62 76.18±0.84 +0.24±1.05 85.42±0.66 85.20±0.82 +0.21±1.05 

Hoeri 80.41±0.63 80.32±0.66 +0.09±0.91 88.25±0.65 88.11±0.70 +0.14±0.96 

Table 17: Comparison F: noise pressure levels LAS,max and LAE (arithmetic mean ± standard deviation) 

 

6.1.2 Evaluation by outlier analysis 

Within this section, the flights were evaluated by comparing the arrival progress to a so-called standard 
progress, based on the speed instructions. To define the standard progress, the distance to threshold 
at which the ATC instructions of 180 kts and 160 kts are given to the flight crew is analysed. 
Additionally, a correlation of these instructions’ distances to threshold and the traffic amount is shown. 
From the information obtained during these evaluations, an outlier analysis was performed to identify 
if there are some common factors that contribute to the existing of these outliers and if any impact in 
fuel consumption and/or noise is directly attributed to these kind of flight progresses.  

The outlier analysis is performed with support of the traffic data, and the key information extracted 
from the ATC communications and traffic analysis will be presented in Table 18 to Table 20  A 
significant amount of information is obtained by analysing the animations of the traffic occurrence, 
which is challenging to be presented by static pictures. 
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Figure 87: Distance to threshold remaining at the time of the ATC speed instruction and related amount of 
flights. 

In Figure 87 the distance to threshold at which the ATC provides a certain speed instruction is shown. 
The upper plot shows the results for the ‘180-kts’ instruction and the amount of flights separated in 1 
NM blocks. It is clearly seen, that the ‘180-kts’ instruction is provided at very different distances to 
threshold, ranging from approximately 7 NM up to 41 NM in the farthermost case. On the other side, 
the ‘160-kts’ instruction is concentrated in between 5 NM and 20 NM, as expected, since the 160 kts 
instruction at Zurich airport is classically provided to the flight crew for a downwind leg approach or 
very close to the airport.  

The flights considered above are presented in Figure 88 correlating their distance to threshold, at the 
moment of the ATC speed instruction, to the amount of flights in traffic aiming to RW 14. No clear 
correlation between the amount of flights in traffic to the distance to threshold of the ‘180-kts’ or ‘160-
kts’ speed instruction can be seen. Nevertheless, the representations in Figure 87 and Figure 88 allow 
an analysis of outliers, which are marked with colored ellipses in Figure 88. 
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Figure 88: Correlation between the amount of flights in traffic to each flight and is corresponding distance to 
threshold of selected ATC speed instructions. 

The findings for the 4 flights within the blue marked area in Figure 88 are presented in Table 18. It was 
observed that none of those flights was a direct path approach profile, this means lateral guidance is 
provided to the flight crew when approaching the airport RW14. Very distinguished approaches were 
flown but no peculiar reason for the early ‘180-kts’ instruction was identified. The majority of the 
flights can be attributed to normal ATC sequencing. ATCO’s included in the discussion of the results, 
indicated that for downwind approaches the ‘180-kts’ speed level is a common adopted procedure, 
and is confirmed by the findings as shown in Table 18. 

 

Distance to 
threshold at 
instant of 
instruction [NM] 

Findings by analysis of the traffic animation Is the Flight a 
direct approach 
flight*? 

40.99 
Arrives direct behind an Airbus A380, requiring higher 
separation. 

No 

39.06 Arrives performing a downwind approach.  No 

38.79 Arrives performing a downwind approach No 

35.68 
Is behind a 1 t category aircraft. The speed in this flight is 
“negotiated”.  

No 

Table 18: Findings by analysis of the traffic animations for the outlier analysis of the blue marked area in Figure 
88, related to the ‘180-kts’ instruction. 

* Direct approach flight in this context means that no excessive lateral guidance/vectoring is provided 
to the flight crew when approaching the airport RW14. 
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Since the flights in the blue marked area could not reveal any clear difference from the other 
approaches, the outliers of the green marked area in Figure 88 were also evaluated and the results are 
presented in Table 19. Again, no clear difference which could indicate any peculiar ATC decision could 
be observed. It is only remarkable that some of the flights are behind a lighter aircraft category, e.g. 
50 t, 31 t or 32 t, which might be a contributing factor for an early speed reduction intended by ATC. 
The same incoming flight sequencing is observed while evaluating the early speed instructions of ‘160-
kts’, see summary of the findings in Table 20. 

 

Distance to 
threshold at 
instant of 
instruction [NM] 

Findings by analysis of the traffic animation Is the Flight a 
direct approach 
flight*? 

33.07 
Arrives behind a 50 t category aircraft. Also receives 160 kts 
instruction early. 

Yes 

32.44 Arrives performing a downwind approach. No 

30.83 
Could have been faster, but arrives after a 1 t category and 
beforehand of the 1 t there is a start of a 1 t category flight at 
RW16. 

No. Has a holding 
pattern 

30.34 Normal in sequence.  
No. Has a holding 
pattern 

30.31 Arrives behind a 65 t and a 50 t category aircraft.  No 

30.22 There is a start at RW16 of a 50 t category right before.  No 

29.50 
Arrives behind a 31 t, 50 t and 32 t category. Also receives 
160 kts instruction earlier.  

No 

28.97 Normal in sequence. No 

28.50 
Meanwhile very close to a 223 t category aircraft, prompting 
to decelerate and also to lateral vectoring to create 
separation 

No. Has a holding 
pattern. 

28.37 
Arrives behind a 50 t category aircraft. Also receives 160 kts 
instruction early. 

No 

28.24 Arrives performing a downwind approach No 

Table 19: Findings by analysis of the traffic animations for the outlier analysis of the green marked area in 
Figure 88, related to the ‘180-kts’ instruction. 

* Direct approach flight in this context means that no excessive lateral guidance/vectoring is provided 
to the flight crew when approaching the airport RW14. 
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Distance to 
threshold at 
instant of 
instruction [NM] 

Findings by analysis of the traffic animation 

19.38 Normal approach behind a 89 t category aircraft 

17.57 Normal approach behind a 89 t category aircraft 

18.86 
Arrives behind a 65 t and 50 t category aircraft, all 3 already 
lighted up to the RW14. 

16.84 Very close to a 50 t category aircraft.  

16.41 
Arrives behind a 275 t and a 351 t aircraft. Therefore, higher 
separation needed.  

15.74 
Arrives behind a 31 t, 50 t and another 31 t category aircraft. 
All 3 foregoing aircrafts are already aligned to the runway.  

15.47 
Arrives close to another 73 t category aircraft. Although there 
is some lateral separation, the 160 kts instruction is probably 
additional given for separation on the glideslope 

Table 20: Findings by analysis of the traffic animations for the outlier analysis of the red marked area in Figure 
88, related to the ‘160-kts’ instruction. 

The analysis of selected flights included in Table 18 up to Table 20 shows that several instructions 
during real operations are consequence of the actual traffic conditions, which definitely form very 
complex situations to be solved by the ATCO’s. Functionalities to assist pilots and ATCO’s to allow 
optimized approaches without neglecting the safety of current operations are a challenging task, 
principally because they must be implemented in all aircrafts and also in the ATCO’s supporting 
systems, e.g. AMAN, to account for the scenarios analyzed and described in Table 18 up to Table 20. 

To measure the impact in fuel consumption of the ATC ‘180-kts’ and ‘160-kts’ instructions, a correlation 
of the fuel consumption from FL100 to touchdown of each flight and the distance to threshold at the 
instant of the ‘180-kts’ instruction is provided, see Figure 89. The upper plot shows the results for all 
flights that have received the ‘180-kts’ instruction. The lower plot of Figure 89 shows the results only 
for the flight that have not performed a holding pattern. Holding flights would distort the results with 
respect to fuel consumption, as can be observed due to exclusion of several of the high fuel 
consumption flights (>400kg of fuel consumed).   
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Figure 89: Correlation between the fuel consumption of each flight and its corresponding distance to threshold 
of selected ATC speed instructions. Flights within the blue marked area described in Table 21. 

 

The findings of the analysis of the selected high fuel consumption flights (blue marked area in Figure 
89) are summarized in Table 21. The flights herein selected are those that have a high fuel consumption 
and a standard distance to threshold for the ‘180-kts’ instructions, assumed to be 25 NM or less.  

 

Fuel 
consumption 
from FL100 up to 
touchdown [kg] 

Findings by analysis of the traffic animation Is the Flight a 
direct approach 
flight*? 

427.4 

Receives FL100 Instruction at 75 NM to touchdown 

Receives Descent to 6000 ft at 58 NM to touchdown 

Is flying at 200 kts for a long period of time, since 70 NM to 
touchdown 

Performs a downwind approach with 180 kts 

No 

375.8 
Receives FL100 at 61.5 NM to touchdown 

Performs a downwind approach with 180 kts 
No 

344.1 
Receives FL100 at 42 NM to touchdown 

Performs a downwind approach 
No 

343.4 

Receives FL80 at 55 NM to touchdown 

Receives descent to 5000 ft at 32 NM 

Performs a downwind approach with 180 kts 

No 
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329.3 Receives FL110 at 70 NM to touchdown 
No. Receives 
excessive lateral 
instructions/vectoring  

337.7 
Receives descent to 6000 ft at 39 NM to touchdown 

Actually, there is no other flight in front of this flight traffic.  

No. This flight arrives 
from Northeast, 
however is vectored 
to a downwind leg in 
southwest. 
Avoidable?  

334.8 
Receives FL100 at 53 NM to touchdown 

Receives descent to 6000 ft at 26 NM to touchdown 
Almost 

315.1 

Received FL80 very early, at 54 NM to touchdown without 
any other flight in traffic. 

Performs a long base approach. 

No 

311.8 

Receives FL90 at 36 NM to touchdown 

Might get very close to a 50 t category flight. 

Nevertheless, is a very normal approach 

Almost 

300.8 

Receives FL110 at 63 NM  

Receives FL80 at 43 NM 

Performs a level segment 

Performs a downwind approach southwest.  

No 

Table 21: Findings by analysis of the traffic animations based on high fuel consumption flights, the blue marked 
area in Figure 89. 

* Direct approach flight in this context means that no excessive lateral guidance/vectoring is provided 
to the flight crew when approaching the airport RW14. 

 

Apparently, there is no direct evident relation between the fuel consumption and the distance to 
threshold for the speed instructions. It is however observed that a significant amount of those flights 
within the blue area have received a very early FL100 or similar vertical instruction.  

With this indication, the authors of the analysis pursued to evaluate selected vertical instructions, 
based on the distance to threshold, and to quantify its impact on fuel consumption. However, the 
vertical instructions are dependent on the approach route. Therefore, the next section shows the 
evaluation of the lateral instructions and section 6.3.1will correlate vertical instructions to the 
approach routes.  

6.2 ATC Lateral Instructions 

For the assessment of the lateral instructions a classification of the flight according to their approach 
route must be done. In Figure 90 the proposed arrival routes are indicated by the marked areas and 
defines as follows: Approach North, Approach East, Approach Southeast, Approach Southwest and 
Approach West. For each of this groups a minimal amount of ATC lateral instructions was attributed, 
in accordance to the pilots and ATCO’s within the project. In addition to the minimal amount of 
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instructions, also an estimated maximal heading change value is included. This maximal estimated 
heading change value is attributed to approach paths close to the minimum lateral navigation that 
could be expected for this arrival. The same is assumed for the amount of lateral instructions, which 
should give an indication of minimal lateral navigation necessary for each arrival group. The values for 
the minimal amount of instructions and their related maximal heading change value is shown in Table 
22. 

 

Figure 90: Approach path distribution 

 

Approach Route Minimal expected 
amount of lateral 
instructions 

Maximal expected Heading 
change values for minimal 
amount of lateral instructions 

Approach East 2 90 

Approach North 3 180 

Approach Southeast 4 220 

Approach Southwest 3 270 

Approach West 2 90 

Table 22: Statistics of the approach route categorization and lateral instructions reference for minimal/optimal 
direct lateral approach. 

The overall results for each approach route as defined in Figure 90, are shown in Table 23. As to be 
expected, the approach route West shows the fewest flown track miles from FL100 up to touchdown 
because the flights are already flying in east direction, which is also close to the alignment of RW14. 
Consequently, these flights have also the lowest fuel consumption. Flights arriving from east must 
perform a downwind approach to land on RW14. Typically, these downwind approaches are 
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performed in a level flight segment, and at Zurich, with approximately 180 kts as reference speed. 
Consequently, the flights arriving from East have higher fuel consumptions.   
 

Parameter East North Southeast Southwest West 

Total amount of 
Flights [-] 

123 227 73 131 84 

Trackmiles from 
FL100 [NM] 

37.03 35.80 33.67 34.83 31.97 

Fuel Consumption 
from FL100 [kg] 

204.8 196.0 180.2 180.5 164.7 

Specific Fuel 
consumption from 
FL100 [kg/NM] 

5.53 5.48 5.35 5.18 5.15 

Trackmiles from 5000 
ft [NM] 

19.70 17.50 18.24 18.08 17.49 

Fuel consumption 
from 5000 ft [kg] 

142.9 126.0 128.0 126.9 122.5 

Specific fuel 
consumption from 
5000 ft [kg/NM] 

7.25 7.22 7.03 7.02 7.01 

Fuel consumption 
from OSNEM [kg] 

76.55 77.17 75.20 77.77 77.37 

Speedbrake usage 
during descent of 
FL100 [share of 
flights] 

68% 85% 89% 90% 98.5% 

Table 23: Overall results for each Approach Route for Zurich Airport. 

 
Besides the highlighted results of the track miles and fuel consumption of two approach routes in 
Table 23, it is interesting to note that the flights approaching from east remain longer below 5000 ft 
increasing the noise exposure during arrival. Another very remarkable fact is that nearly all flights 
from West make usage of speedbrakes during the descent from FL100, while from east only 68 % of 
the flights need speedbrakes below FL100. These differences between East and West approaches will 
also be discussed in Section 6.2.6, and it will be shown that important clues are derived for the 
DYNCAT functionality.  
 
In the following sections each approach route will be individually assessed based on the lateral 
instructions and the respective statistics.  
 

6.2.1 Evaluation of Route Approach North 

The path for the flights arriving from north is shown in Figure 91. The red arrows and the circles indicate 
schematically the flight direction and amount of minimal lateral instructions to be received, according 
to Table 22. It should be noted that for the assessment of the lateral instruction for each approach, 
only the flights that did not perform holding pattern and also only the flight for which the complete 
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ATC communication up to touchdown is available, see 4.1.5, can be regarded. For this reason, the sum 
of flights in each evaluation, may differ from the total amount of flights attributed to a specific 
approach route, Table 23, included in the dataset. 

 

 
Figure 91: Approach path route North 

The distribution of the amount of lateral instructions is presented in Figure 92. It can be seen that the 
majority of the flights receive 2 or 3 lateral instructions, what is very close to the minimal instructions 
expected for the approach.  

 
Figure 92: Histogram of amount of lateral instructions for Approach North 

The sum of all heading changes instructed is shown in Figure 93. These results correlate very well to 
the amount of lateral instructions, indicating that the majority of flight could be considered short 
approach profiles. 
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Figure 93: Histogram of the sum of heading changes instructed be ATC for Approach North 

To measure the impact in fuel consumption of ATC lateral instructions of each approach route, a 
correlation between fuel consumption and the sum of heading changes is shown in Figure 94.  
 

 
Figure 94: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach North 

As somehow expected, the less lateral instructions, indicated by blue and cyan markers lower is the 
sum of heading changes and also the fuel consumption from FL100 shows the lowest values. However, 
these results do not correlate directly with the track miles flown, as one would suspect for few lateral 
instructions. In Figure 95 it can be seen that the flights with few track miles flown spread from 2 lateral 
instructions up to 5 or more, indicating that the distance to threshold flown from FL100 up to 
touchdown is not directly related to the amount of lateral instructions.  
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Figure 95: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach North 

Finally, the assessment of the traffic intensity during the approaches from route north is evaluated. 
There could be found no direct relation between the traffic intensity, fuel consumption and lateral 
instructions. Figure 96 and Figure 97 show that the traffic intensity is similarly distributed for flights 
assessing the fuel consumption and also with respect to the distance to threshold.  
 

 
Figure 96: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach North, with traffic. 
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Figure 97: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach North, with traffic 

 

6.2.2 Evaluation of Route Approach East 

The approach path for the approach route and the minimal expected lateral instructions are illustrated 
in Figure 98. The flights arriving from east are expected to receive one lateral instruction to guide them 
to a downwind approach, further on, one instruction for the base leg turn and finally one instruction 
for the final approach on the ILS. Ideally the maximal expected heading changes should not exceed 180 
degrees.  
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Figure 98: Approach path for route East 

The distribution of the amount of lateral instructions is shown in Figure 99. For the approach East the 
majority of the flights receive 2 to 3 lateral instructions. The sum of heading change instructed by ATC 
is shown in Figure 100. A clear shift in the distribution to a majority of flights receiving more than 50 
degrees of heading change instruction correlates very well to the expected lateral instruction for the 
downwind and base leg turns.  

 

 

Figure 99: Histogram of amount of lateral instructions for Approach East. 
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Figure 100: Histogram of the sum of heading changes instructed be ATC for Approach East 

The impact in fuel consumption of ATC lateral instructions for the approach east is shown Figure 101 
 

 
Figure 101: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach East. 

For the approach route East also the less lateral instructions, indicated by blue and cyan markers, lower 
is the sum of heading changes and also less is the fuel consumption from FL100. However, these results 
do not correlate directly with the track miles flown, as one would suspect for few lateral instructions. 
In Figure 102 it can be seen that the flights with few track miles flown spread from 2 lateral instructions 
up to 5 or more, indicating that the distance to threshold flown from FL100 up to touchdown is not 
directly related to the amount of lateral instructions. This was also an outcome from the assessment 
of approach North.  
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Figure 102: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach East. 

Finally, the assessment of the traffic intensity during the approaches from route east is evaluated. 
There could be found no direct relation between the traffic intensity, fuel consumption and lateral 
instructions. Figure 103 and Figure 104 show that the traffic intensity is similarly distributed for all 
flights regarding the fuel consumption and also with respect to the distance to threshold.  
 

 
Figure 103: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach East, with traffic. 
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Figure 104: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach East, with traffic. 

 

6.2.3 Evaluation of Route Approach Southeast 

The approach path for the approach route Southeast and the minimal expected lateral instructions are 
illustrated  in Figure 105. The flights arriving from southeast are expected to receive one of the first 
instructions to guide them “away” from the airport VFR-approach-reference-point. The following 
instruction is given to enter the downwind approach, further on, one instruction for the base leg turn 
and finally one instruction for the final approach on the ILS. Ideally the maximal expected heading 
changes should not exceed 220 degrees.  
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Figure 105: Approach path for route Southeast 

The distribution of the amount of lateral instructions is shown in Figure 106. For the approach 
Southeast, the majority of the flights receive 3 to 4 lateral instructions, what is expected and suggested 
by the ATCO’s within the project as basis for the evaluations. The sum of heading change instructed by 
ATC is shown in Figure 107. The higher amount of lateral instructions leads also to higher sum of 
heading changes instructed.  

 

Figure 106: Histogram of amount of lateral instructions for Approach Southeast. 
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Figure 107: Histogram of the sum of heading changes instructed be ATC for Approach Southeast 

The impact in fuel consumption of ATC lateral instructions for the approach east is shown Figure 108  
 

 
Figure 108: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach Southeast. 

For the approach route Southeast neither the fuel consumption, see Figure 115, nor the distance to 
threshold, see Figure 116, show a clear correlation to the sum of headings instructed. A reason for this 
could rely on the airspace and to the related lateral guidance that must be provided to the crew when 
approaching from this direction. For instance, if approaching from North or East flight, ATCO’s and 
Pilots reported there is much more airspace available for lateral guidance. Consequently, different 
strategies can be applied and an impact of lateral instruction is more visible. For the Southeast route, 
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and as will be shown in the next section, this also applies. The airspace is more restricted and 
accordingly the lateral instruction strategies are more limited.  

 

 
Figure 109: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach Southeast. 

Finally, the assessment of the traffic intensity during the approaches from route east is evaluated. 
There could be found no direct relation between the traffic intensity, fuel consumption and lateral 
instructions. Figure 110 and Figure 111 show that the traffic intensity is similarly distributed for flights 
assessing the fuel consumption and also with respect to the distance to threshold.  
 

 
Figure 110: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach Southeast, with traffic. 
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Figure 111: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach Southeast, with traffic. 

 

6.2.4 Evaluation of Route Approach Southwest 

The approach path for the approach route Southwest and the minimal expected lateral instructions 
are illustrated in Figure 112. The flights arriving from southwest are expected to receive one lateral 
instruction to guide them to a downwind approach, further on, one instruction for the base leg turn 
and finally one instruction for the final approach on the ILS. Ideally the maximal expected heading 
changes should not exceed 270 degrees.  
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Figure 112: Approach path for route Southwest 

The distribution of the amount of lateral instructions is shown in Figure 113. For the approach 
Southwest the majority of the flights receive 3 to 4 lateral instructions. The sum of heading change 
instructed by ATC is shown in Figure 114.  

 

 

Figure 113: Histogram of amount of lateral instructions for Approach Southwest. 
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Figure 114: Histogram of the sum of heading changes instructed be ATC for Approach Southwest 

The impact in fuel consumption of ATC lateral instructions for the approach east is shown Figure 115  
 

 
Figure 115: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach Southwest. 

For the approach route Southwest, the fuel consumption is not directly related to the amount of 
instructions. In Figure 116 it can be seen that the flights with few track miles flown spread from 2 
lateral instructions mainly up to 4 lateral instructions, indicating that the distance to threshold flown 
from FL100 up to touchdown is not directly related to the amount of lateral instructions.  
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Figure 116: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach Southwest. 

Finally, the assessment of the traffic intensity during the approaches from route east is evaluated. 
There could be found no direct relation between the traffic intensity, fuel consumption and lateral 
instructions. Figure 117 and Figure 118 show that the traffic intensity is similarly distributed for flights 
assessing the fuel consumption and also with respect to the distance to threshold.  
 

 
Figure 117: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach Southwest, with traffic. 
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Figure 118: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach Southwest, with traffic. 

 

 

6.2.5 Evaluation of Route Approach West 

The approach path for the approach route West and the minimal expected lateral instructions are 
illustrated in Figure 119. The flights arriving from West are expected to receive one lateral instruction 
to guide them to a base leg and one instruction for the final approach on the ILS. Ideally the maximal 
expected heading changes should not exceed 90 degrees.  
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Figure 119: Approach path for route West 

The distribution of the amount of lateral instructions is shown in Figure 120. For the approach East the 
majority of the flights receive 2 to 3 lateral instructions. The sum of heading change instructed by ATC 
is shown in Figure 121.  

 

 

Figure 120: Histogram of amount of lateral instructions for Approach West. 
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Figure 121: Histogram of the sum of heading changes instructed be ATC for Approach West 

The impact in fuel consumption of ATC lateral instructions for the approach West is shown Figure 122  
 

 
Figure 122: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach West. 

For the approach route West there is tendency to be seen, which indicates that from this direction, 
analogue to the findings for approach North and East, the less lateral instructions, indicated by blue 
and cyan markers, lower is the sum of heading changes and also less is the fuel consumption from 
FL100. However, these results do not correlate directly with the track miles flown. In Figure 123 it can 
be seen that the flights with few track miles flown spread from 2 lateral instructions up to 4 lateral 
instructions, indicating that the distance to threshold flown from FL100 up to touchdown is not directly 
related to the amount of lateral instructions.  
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Figure 123: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach West. 

Finally, the assessment of the traffic intensity during the approaches from route east is evaluated. 
There could be found no direct relation between the traffic intensity, fuel consumption and lateral 
instructions. Figure 124 and Figure 125 show that the traffic intensity is similarly distributed for flights 
assessing the fuel consumption and also with respect to the distance to threshold.  
 

 
Figure 124: Correlation between fuel consumption and sum of heading changes instructed by ATC for 

approach West, with traffic. 
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Figure 125: Correlation between the distance to threshold and the sum of heading changes instructed by ATC 

for approach West, with traffic. 

 

6.2.6 Comparison between Approach West and Approach East 

The evaluation based on the approach route clusters must account for the local airspace and its 
attributed different procedures for arriving flights. In Table 23it was already shown, that the approach 
West and East indicate the two extremes/boundaries. In this Section a discussion based on the 
evaluation of these two approaches is provided and gives insights and some additional clues for the 
DYNCAT functionality.  

The altitude profile of both approach routes is shown in Figure 126. It can be seen that approach West 
flights have a lower altitude profile, while the approach East flights arrive at higher altitudes. Also, it 
can be seen that between 20 NM and 10 NM to threshold, approach east flights perform more often 
level segments, which increases the fuel consumption, see for instance Figure 127 and Figure 128 
(between 30 NM and 10 NM to threshold). These observations are related to the downwind approach 
path, which must be performed if arriving from east, while is not mandatory when approaching from 
west. 

On the other hand, some approach West flights have high speed levels during the last 10 NM to 
threshold, as highlighted in Figure 129. This flight profiles were confirmed by the pilots, which indicated 
that flights arriving from West are high and fast, which underpins the findings in the dataset available. 
The high speed during the final approach might be better for the fuel consumption, see again Table 
23for fuel consumption, however it brings a negative noise exposure effect. The landing gear 
deployment is performed at higher airspeeds, as can be seen in Figure 130, and also the F-3 
Configuration is slightly shifted to higher speeds, both facts can increase significantly the noise 
exposure of the single events/flights.   
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Figure 126: Altitude profile of the arriving flights from East and West 

 

 

Figure 127: Fuel consumption comparison between flights arriving from East and West. 
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Figure 128: Engine fan speed as function of the distance to threshold of the arriving flights from East and 
West. 

 

 
Figure 129: Comparison of the airspeed profiles for the flights approaching from East and West, during the 

last 20 NM. 
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Figure 130: Comparison of the configuration management of flights arriving from East and West. 

Anther observation made and already indicated in Table 23, was that different speedbrake usage 
strategies are adopted for different approach routes. Having in mind the discussion of above, that 
flights from West are often high and fast during the final approach, the speedbrake usage is also 
higher for this group of flights. Figure 131 underpins this observation indicating the amount of 
speedbrake usage from FL100 to touchdown and also the share of flights that make usage of 
speedbrakes at specific distances from threshold.  

 
Figure 131: Speedbrake usage statistics for flight arriving from East and West. 

 
The speedbrake usage is often related to excess energy situations, in which airspeed preferentially 
must be dissipated against altitude, and in the context of the herein evaluated arriving routes this 
indicates that flights arriving from West tend to underestimate the approach phase.  
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The results shown in section 6.2 indicate that as more the airspace is bounded/restricted for the 
approaching flights, more ATC instructions are needed and given to the pilots. Few lateral instructions, 
allows as consequence, higher and faster approaches, which is the case of the flight arriving from West. 
While increased lateral instructions lead to higher fuel consumptions, less instructions give more 
margin to the pilots for the approach, leading often to higher noise exposures due to underestimation 
of the approach phase. This said, a functionality to assists pilots and ATCO’s accounting for all these 
complex scenarios has enormous potential to enable more environmentally friendly approaches.  

6.3 ATC Vertical Restrictions 

The ATC vertical restrictions evaluated are the ‘FL100’, ‘FL80’ and ‘6000 ft’ instructions. These 
instructions were selected based on the evaluations of Section 6.1.2. The ATC vertical instructions 
provided to the flight crews in Zurich Airport are dependent on the approach route from the incoming 
flights, as will be also shown in 6.3.1. Nevertheless, the selected vertical instructions for this section 
are representative for an evaluation of ATC vertical instructions given in Zurich Airport.  

Figure 132 shows the amount of flights for each selected vertical instruction related to the distance to 
threshold at the time in which this instruction is given to the flight crew. It can be seen, that the 
distribution of the ‘FL100’ distances of the ATC instructions has its peak at around 45-50 NM whereas 
the ‘FL80’ and ‘6000 ft’ restrictions are given more often at around 25-30 NM.  
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Figure 132: Selected ATC vertical instructions and the amount of flights related to the distance to threshold 
at the time of the instruction. 

The correlation between the fuel consumption and the distance from the threshold at the time of the 
ATC instructions are shown in the following figures. For the ‘FL100’ instruction, it can be seen in Figure 
133 that there is a clear relation between the distance from threshold and the fuel consumption of the 
flights. As closer to the runway the ‘FL100’ is assigned for the flight crew, less is the fuel consumption. 
This accounts for both, flights from 10000 ft altitude and for flights from 5000 ft altitude up to 
touchdown.  
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Figure 133: Correlation between die distance to threshold of the FL100 instruction and the fuel consumption 
of each of the subgroups. 

The same effect on the fuel consumption is seen for the ‘FL80’ and for the ‘6000 ft’ instruction. For the 
‘6000 ft’ instruction the results for the descend from 10000 ft are only shown for sake of completeness, 
since this instruction should minorly affect the descend from FL100 up to 5000 ft. Nevertheless, it can 
be seen, that as later the vertical instruction is given, lower fuel consumption is expected.  
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Figure 134: Correlation between die distance to threshold of the ‘FL80’ instruction and the fuel consumption 
of each of the subgroups. 
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Figure 135: Correlation between die distance to threshold of the 6000 ft instruction and the fuel 
consumption of each of the subgroups. 

To account for the different altitudes of the flights at the moment of the instruction of ATC and 
consequently different potential energy dissipation demand, the evaluations based on the actual 
altitude and the ATC instructed altitude is presented below, for the selected ATC vertical instructions.  
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Figure 136: Correlation between die actual altitude of the investigated flights at the ‘FL100’ instruction and 
the fuel consumption of each of the subgroups. 
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Figure 137: Correlation between die actual altitude of the investigated flights at the ‘FL80’ instruction and 
the fuel consumption of each of the subgroups. 
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Figure 138: Correlation between die actual altitude of the investigated flights at the ‘6000 ft’ instruction and 
the fuel consumption of each of the subgroups. 

For the ‘FL100’ and ‘FL80’ instruction no clear tendency could be observed, indicating the difference 
of the actual flight altitude and the target flight altitude instructed for the flight crew has few influences 
on the fuel consumption. It does not matter if a flight is near the 10000 ft altitude and is instructed to 
descend to it or if it is much higher than the FL100 and is instructed to descend to it. The same is valid 
for the ‘FL80’ respective altitudes.  

For the ‘6000 ft’ instruction there is a trend visible that as closer the aircrafts are from the 6000 ft 
altitude, more fuel consumption is seen. A possible reason for this is that these flights are blocked to 
further descend and must include a level flight or shallower approach profile to comply with the ATC 
instruction. 

To sum up, for the vertical instructions it could be seen that the distance to threshold is correlated to 
the fuel consumption, being in such a way, that for higher flight level instructions, e.g. ‘FL80’, ‘FL100’ 
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or eventually higher, the farthermost from threshold these instructions are given to the flight crew, 
more fuel consumption is expected. The actual aircraft altitude is only correlated to the fuel 
consumption, for the lower altitude instructions, e.g. “descend to 6000 ft’.  

The results presented in this section, regarding the vertical instructions, are overall results for all 
arriving flights together. However, it could be observed that arriving flights from different directions, 
receive different ATC vertical instructions. These evaluations will be shown in Section 6.2 in terms of 
the assessment of ATC lateral instructions, and compose a mixed assessment of lateral and vertical 
instructions. Nevertheless, the main relation between vertical instructions and fuel consumption, as 
shown in Figure 133 up to Figure 138, were confirmed and will be included in the discussions within 
Section 6.2.  

 

6.3.1 Combined ATC Lateral and Vertical Instructions 

 
In Figure 139 it can be seen that the different approach routes have different distributions related to 
the vertical instructions. The Approach North route has significantly more ‘FL100’ and ‘FL80’ vertical 
instructions if compared to the other approach routes, also seen in Figure 140, in which the share of 
each evaluation is described. On the other side, the ‘6000 ft’ instruction has its most significant share 
on the Approach SouthWest route. These observations are in accordance with the ATCO’s daily 
operations and a summary of vertical instructions as function of the approach route is given below. 

• For approaches from North, in general the flights are handed over to the arrival Zurich 
frequency over Rottweil, and typically instructed to FL100.  

• For approaches from West, the aircrafts arrive over Basel, and this area is still restricted to 
FL120. After passing Basel, these flights are typically instructed directly to 7000 ft or lower.   

• For approaches from East, the flights are over the Bodensee and must hold at least FL110. 
Afterwards, they are instructed to FL90 or lower.  

• For approaches from Southeast, several flights are hold at FL200 due to starts at Zurich RW 
20. Only after the crossing of these starting flights, which are instructed to climb to FL90, the 
arriving flight is instructed to descend farther as well as the starting flight to additionally climb. 
The ‘FL100’ is for approach route also uncommon.  

• Finally, for approaches from Southwest, the arriving flight are kept at FL120 very far away 
from the airport and typically instructed to descend from FL120 directly to 7000 ft or lower. 
This is very similar to approaches from West.  

Due to the distribution of the vertical instructions according to the approach route as shown in Figure 
139 and Figure 140, and additionally described above, the evaluations of section 6.3 for ‘FL100’ and 
‘FL80’ vertical instructions will be underpinned according to the results for the Approach North route. 
For the other routes, the amount and share of flights which received the ‘FL100’ and ‘FL80’ instructions 
is not statistically expressive. On the other side, the vertical instruction of ‘6000 ft’ can be evaluated 
for all routes, nevertheless also here, the quality and the representativity of the results must be 
considered.   
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Figure 139: Distribution of the selected ATC vertical instructions according to the approach route categories 
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Figure 140: Share of flight within each approach route category according to the vertical instructions. 

6.3.1.1 Evaluation of ‘FL100’ vertical instruction based on approach route North 

In Figure 139 and Figure 140 it was shown that the ‘FL100’ instruction is principally given for flights 
arriving from North. The impact in fuel consumption for the ‘FL100’ can be assessed by the analysis of 
this group and shows that, as discussed in section 6.3, the farther most this vertical instruction is given 
to the flight crew more fuel consumption is observed, see Figure 141. There is no correlation between 
the fuel consumption and actual altitude of the aircraft at the instant of the ‘FL100’ instruction, see 
Figure 142. 
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Figure 141: Approach route North correlation between fuel consumption and distance to threshold for the 
'FL100' instruction. 
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Figure 142: Approach route North correlation between fuel consumption and actual aircraft altitude for the 

'FL100' instruction. 

6.3.1.2 Evaluation of ‘FL80’ vertical instruction based on approach route North 

Analogue to the evaluations in section 6.3.1.1, the evaluations of the ‘FL80’ vertical instruction as 
already mentioned in section 6.3 are underpinned based on the approach route North flights.  

Figure 143 shows that whenever the ‘FL80’ vertical instruction is provided to the flight crew early, 
higher is the fuel consumption from FL100 and/or from 5000 ft to threshold. On the other side, there 
is no direct influence of the actual aircraft altitude at the instant of the ‘FL80’ vertical instruction on 
the fuel consumption, see for instance Figure 144. 
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Figure 143: Approach route North correlation between fuel consumption and distance to threshold for the 

'FL80' instruction. 
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Figure 144: Approach route North correlation between fuel consumption and actual aircraft altitude for the 

'FL80' instruction. 

6.3.1.3  Evaluation of ‘6000 ft’ vertical instruction based on approach route 
Southwest 

The ‘6000 ft’ vertical instruction is more equally distributed along all approach routes, and exemplarily 
shown for the Southwest approach route, to underpin the evaluations of section 6.3.  

Figure 145 shows that the correlation between the distance to threshold at the instant of the ‘6000 ft’ 
vertical instruction, and the fuel consumption is not given, as it was the case for the ‘FL100’ and the 
‘FL80’ vertical instructions. On the other side, it can be seen in Figure 146, that as closer the aircraft is 
to the 6000 ft altitude, higher is the fuel consumption, mostly related to level flight segments or 
shallower approaches due to the blocked further descend.  
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Figure 145: Approach route Southwest correlation between fuel consumption and distance to threshold for 
the '6000 ft' instruction. 
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Figure 146: Approach route Southwest correlation between fuel consumption and actual aircraft altitude for 

the '6000 ft' instruction. 
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6.4 Weather Influence 

The influence of the weather on the fuel consumption and the noise exposure of the investigated 
flights is evaluated by an analysis of the experienced wind conditions on ground (data derived from 
the aircraft data), an analysis of the forecast wind conditions (data derived from the meteorological 
data available of the weather station close to the runway threshold), and an analysis of the 
experienced wind conditions at the final approach fix OSNEM.  

6.4.1 Wind conditions experienced at landing 

The analysis using the aircraft data allows the separation of the flights in groups according to the wind 
conditions at touchdown. Therefor, the flights in the dataset were separated into groups with regard 
to the crosswind and to the headwind (or tailwind) components.  

An evaluation of the crosswind component is performed principally due to the assumption that 
crosswinds during final approach and landing might have an impact in the controllability and indirect 
this could reflect in ATC decision makings. These evaluations are shown in section 6.4.1.1.  

The headwind (or tailwind) component are known to influence directly the fuel consumption, see 
description in section 4.1.6. Nevertheless, it could be seen that also differences in the noise footprint 
are expected for different headwind component flights. An evaluation based on this wind conditions 
is shown in section 6.4.1.2 

6.4.1.1 Crosswind component evaluation 

 

 The crosswind component statistics of the arriving flights is shown in in Figure 147. The left plot in 
Figure 147 shows that the majority of the flights within the dataset is performed with low crosswind 
of 0-6 kts. The mean value of the crosswind component is approximately 4 kts, as can be seen in the 
right plot. Few flights have crosswind components higher than 12 kts.  
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Figure 147: Crosswind component during incoming flights 

To evaluate if there is any correlation of the ATC instructions to the real wind conditions on ground, a 
correlation of amount of holding flights to the real crosswind component is attempted. However, there 
was no correlation observed between the real wind condition to the share of holding flights, see Figure 
148, indicating no differentiation for operations under crosswind conditions.  
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Figure 148: Share of holding flights in relation the crosswind component 

 

Furthermore, two clusters of flights were created, namely the “Low-Crosswind” and the “High-
Crosswind” groups. The “Low-Crosswind” cluster contemplates the flights with a crosswind component 
of 0 kts up to 4 kts, and the “High-Crosswind” cluster includes the flights with crosswind components 
higher than 10 kts. An evaluation of these clusters is performed analogous to the evaluations in Section  
0 and some selected plots are shown and discussed below. In the Figure 149 it can be seen that the 
fuel consumption of both clusters of flights is similar. This is also observed when analysing the engine 
fan speed N1 in Figure 150. The mean fuel consumption from FL100 for the “Low-Crosswind” cluster is 
185 kg and for the “High-Crosswind” cluster is 195 kg. The difference of ~10 kg is attributed to the 
slightly increased mean track miles flown by the “High-Crosswind” cluster (36.44 NM against 35 NM), 
and is finally almost no seen in the specific fuel consumption of both clusters for the descend from 
FL100 up to touchdown (5.29 kg/NM for the “Low-Crosswind” groups against 5.36 kg/NM for the 
“High-Crosswind” cluster).  
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Figure 149: Fuel consumption as function of the distance to threshold for the "Low-Crosswind" and "High-
Crosswind" cluster. 

 

Figure 150: Engine thrust regime for the "Low-Crosswind" and "High-Crosswind" clusters as function of the 
distance to threshold. 

An assessment of the noise exposure is performed, see Figure 151, and shows that no significant 
difference can be observed if flights are clustered in low-crosswind components and high-crosswind 
components.  
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Figure 151: Comparison between the simulated sound exposure level distribution for all noise measurement 
station for the Low-Crosswind and High-Crosswind clusters. 

From the 227 flights in the “Low-Crosswind” cluster, 32 (=14 %) had holding patterns, while from 24 
flights in the “High-Crosswind” cluster 1 flight (=5 %) was a holding flight. 

The configuration management is very similar between these two crosswind component categories, 
as can be seen in Figure 152. 

 

 

Figure 152: Configuration management for the flights within the "Low-Crosswind" and "High-Crosswind" 
clusters. 
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6.4.1.2 Headwind component evaluation 

The headwind component during landing is evaluated and shown in Figure 153. It can be seen that the 
majority of the flights have a small tailwind component (negative values of headwind) just before the 
touch down. This is also visible in the right-hand side plot of Figure 153. The dataset shows that mean 
value for tailwind of the incoming flights to RW 14 of Zurich is of approximately 1.5 kts. RW 14 in Zurich 
is operated up to approximately 10 kts of tailwind. This information was provided by the pilots and 
ATCO’s within the project and is also reflected in the data shown in Figure 153. 

 

Figure 153: Headwind component of incoming flight during landing. Positive values indicate headwind, 
negative values indicate tailwind. 

 

Finally, a comparison two flight categories, which comprise the two boundaries of the headwind 
component, is shown hereafter. The flights are grouped into a category named “High-Tailwind”, which 
includes flights with tailwind components of 7 kts up to 13 kts, and a category named “High-
Headwind”, which includes headwind components of 5 kts up to 11 Kts.  

It is interesting to note that the for the “High-Tailwind” there is a share of flights that already uses 
configurations F-3 or even F-F while overflying the final approach fix OSNEM, whereas this is not the 
case for the “High-Headwind” flights, see Figure 154.  
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Figure 154: Configuration setup at OSNEM for the High-Tailwind and High-Headwind group of flights. 

As to be expected, flights with tailwind components consume less fuel, especially during the last few 
flown track miles, see for instance the fuel consumption from OSNEM up to touchdown shown in 
Figure 155. On the other side, the configuration setup as shown in Figure 154 indicates that the noise 
footprint of these flights is increased, due to an earlier configuration of the aircraft for landing.   

 

Figure 155: Fuel consumption as function of the accumulated headwind component for the "High-Tailwind" 
and "High-Headwind" group of flights. 
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6.4.2 Wind conditions as forecasted 

This Section presents the evaluations of the dataset with the flights clustered in groups of low wind 
forecasted and high wind forecast. Note that, the wind forecast condition within this section is not 
separated in crosswind or similar wind component, ratter it is the raw wind information, comprising 
only the wind velocity, without the direction information. For the low wind forecast category, wind up 
to 5 kts were selected. The high wind category comprises all flights for which the wind forecast for 
RW14 was above 10 kts. In total 394 flights were attributed to the “Low-Wind” group and 26 flights to 
the “High-Wind” group.  

From the 394 flight in the “Low-Wind” cluster, 59 (=15 %) had holding patterns. For the “High-Wind” 
cluster this share is of 3 flights (=11.5 %). Despite the low amount of flights in the “High-Wind” category 
and probably the statistical significance of this group, it could be concluded that the wind forecast for 
the RW14 is not a clear driver for any ATC instruction that leads to higher amount of holding patterns.  

„High-Wind“ forecast flights have shown a slightly higher fuel consumption from FL100 up to 
touchdown. For this category, the mean fuel consumption from FL100 is of 212 kg while the mean fuel 
consumed within the “Low-Wind” group is of 183 kg. This is at one side due to the higher mean distance 
to threshold experienced by the flights with “High-Wind” forecast, see Figure 156, and on the other 
side due to a slightly higher N1 engine regime between 35 NM and 8 NM (= final approach fix OSNEM), 
see Figure 157. These results are also reflected in the specific fuel consumption of 5.3 kg/NM for the 
“Low-Wind” group against 5.7 kg/NM for the “High-Wind” category.  

 

Figure 156: Distance to threshold statistics for the "Low-Wind" and "High-Wind" forecast groups. 
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Figure 157: Engine fan speed as function of the distance to threshold for the "Low-Wind" and "High-Wind" 
forecast categories. 

To sum up, in overall there is no significant difference between the flight profiles and ATC traffic 
management impacting the investigated flights when regarding the wind forecast information.  

6.4.3 Wind conditions at OSNEM 

While in section 6.4.1 the wind conditions at landing were evaluated, in this section the wind 
conditions while flying through OSNEM is analysed. Herein, the crosswind component is assumed to 
have negligible effect on the fuel consumption or noise exposure. Therefore, only the headwind 
component analysis is shown.  

The left plot in  Figure 158 shows that the majority of the flight incoming to RW 14 at Zurich have a 
negative headwind component at OSNEM, which means that they are flying in a tailwind condition 
while over passing OSNEM.  
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Figure 158: Headwind component of incoming flight at OSNEM. Positive values indicate headwind, negative 
values indicate tailwind. 

For sake of completeness, the share of flights which have performed a holding pattern in dependence 
to the headwind conditions at OSNEM is shown in Figure 159. The share of holding flights for almost 
all headwind component conditions is in between 10 % to 20 %. The two outliers of 50 % for the 
headwinds of 12 to 16 kts are due to the few amount of flights in this wind condition, fact that distorts 
the statistics. These observations show no influence of the actual wind condition on the decision 
making of the ATC. This is not unusual, since the ATC is not completely aware of the actual wind 
conditions experienced by the incoming flight, especially for an in-flight condition at OSNEM.  
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Figure 159: Share of holding flights in dependence of the headwind condition at OSNEM. 

A comparison of two flight categories, which comprise the two boundaries of the headwind 
component at OSNEM, is shown hereafter. The flights are grouped into a category named “High-
Tailwind-OSNEM”, which includes flights with tailwind components of 36 kts up to 16 kts, and a 
category named “High-Headwind-OSNEM”, which includes headwind components of 6 kts up to 16 Kts 
at OSNEM.  

The fuel consumption of the “High-Tailwind-OSNEM” flights is significantly lower for the last 8 NM 
(distance from OSNEM to threshold), as can be seen in Figure 160. The flights with high tailwinds at 
OSNEM consume approximately 20 kg less fuel. For these flights the descent duration from OSNEM to 
the threshold is reduced due to the wind exposure time, see Figure 161. 
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Figure 160: Fuel consumption as function of the accumulated headwind component for the "High-Tailwind-
OSNEM" and "High-Headwind-OSNEM" group of flights. 

 

Figure 161: Descent duration from OSNEM as function of the accumulated headwind component for the 
"High-Tailwind-OSNEM" and "High-Headwind-OSNEM" group of flights. 

The noise exposure of the high tailwind group of flights shows slightly increase noise levels, see Figure 
162. However, this is less due to differences in ATC instructions or aircraft configuration management, 
but mainly due to the noise propagation due to the wind direction.  Both groups of flights have a very 
similar configuration management, especially during the last few track miles, where the noise 
measurement stations are located, see for instance Figure 163.  
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Figure 162: Comparison between the simulated sound exposure level distribution for all noise measurement 
station for the High-Tailwind-OSNEM and High-Headwind-OSNEM clusters. 

 

Figure 163: Comparison of the configuration management of the "High-Tailwind-OSNEM" and "High-
Headwind-OSNEM" flights. 
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6.5 Summary of findings 

6.5.1 Dependence on ATC Speed Instructions 

In the section 6.1 the impact of speed restriction on the current operations was analysed. Based on 
the different clusters and the analysed comparisons the results will be briefly presented and discussed 
in this section.  

It was possible to separate different flights with equivalent vertical profiles into groups of flights 
(clusters) that receive the same ATC instructions during the final approach phase. Despite the overall 
categories of flights with speed restrictions and those without speed restrictions, it was possible to 
group the flights into clusters that had distinguished speed levels, in accordance to the ATC 
instructions.  

Within DYNCAT the correlation between ATC instructions and the impact in fuel consumption, noise 
exposure and flight energy management could be made measurable. Some of the results evaluating 
these inter-connections are listed below. 

For all groups/clusters analysed it was seen that, the less speed instructions are given:  

➢ the flight path is more direct from the begin of the evaluation phase to the final approach point 
(this is not a consequence from the absence of speed restrictions; rather both effects are due 
to less traffic and consequently less adjustments for aircraft separation). 

➢ flights arrive with a higher speed level, leading to the use of Landing Gear at higher speeds if 
no or few speed instructions are given.  

➢ due to the higher speed level for the final approach phase the Speed Brake usage is higher. 

These factors show that a higher noise exposure is expected, but on the other hand less fuel 
consumption was evaluated for this class of flights.  

It was also discovered that the speed instructions lead to higher fuel consumption because the arriving 
flights have to maintain the instructed speed for much longer path during approach. This also leads to 
the use of the F-1 and F-2 configurations earlier in the descent and approach phase, increasing the so-
called foot print of the noise exposure, which will be assessed in detail in Work Package 4. 

At the 1000 ft-Gate it was seen that speed instructions have a positive impact, leading to less 
deviations from the approach speed target and also to better set up of the thrust setting at this point 
(see criteria described in section 4.3). Within the group of flights which received speed instructions, 
6.5 % of the flights had a deviation greater than 10 kts between the calculated airspeed and the 
approach speed target at the 1000 ft-Gate, whereas for the flights without speed restrictions this 
amount was about 17 %. For the thrust setting, it was assumed that N1 values below 35 % would 
indicate that the aircraft is still reducing speed with engines in idle or close to idle, meaning a not 
stabilised airspeed at this point. With this evaluation criteria 9.5 % of the flight with speed restrictions 
had a low N1 setting, whereas almost 21 % of the ‘no speed restriction’-flights were at low N1 Levels 
at the 1000-ft Gate. In general, regarding the evaluation parameters as described in section 4.3, 88 % 
of the flights with speed restrictions were within the boundaries, whereas 76 % of the flight without 
speed restrictions met all criteria specified. This shows the positive impact of the ATC speed 
instructions for a stable flight in the final approach. 
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It should be noted, that the criteria defined in 4.3 and used for this analysis do not necessarily match 
exactly those used in daily operations to decide between landing and go-around nor does this analysis 
aim to investigate the go-around decision making.  

It is clear that all of these results are biased by the lateral and vertical instructions and also by the 
traffic during the investigated flights. These aspects are under evaluation for the initial operational 
concept of D2.4. Nevertheless, it could be shown that there is already a potential for improvement of 
the current operations, by providing an additional functionality to assist the pilot even if there are only 
speed instructions to follow, e.g. aiming in reducing the Speed Brake usage when flights have no 
restriction and also aiming at shifting the Landing Gear usage to lower speeds. Both aspects can 
significantly contribute to reduce the noise exposure during the final approach phase, as a compromise 
with an optimised fuel consumption. 

Regarding the minimisation of fuel consumption flights with high speed level showed that they are 
more environmentally friendly in the TMA. This effect might be overestimated due to the fuel burned 
prior to the transition phase. Nevertheless, the speed instructions were “converted” in a fuel burn and 
also herein there is potential for improvement of the current operations. An aircraft specific but 
flexible speed schedule for the final approach might be one of the ideas to include different aircraft 
performances in the TMA management while considering the flights separation concern. 

6.5.2 Dependence on ATC Lateral Instructions 

The analysis of the ATC lateral instructions is presented n section 6.2. Different approach route clusters 
were defined and a summary of the results is discussed in this section.  

For Zurich airport mainly 5 approach routes were identified and validated with the ATCO’s and pilots 
involved in this project. For each approach route a minimal expected amount of lateral instructions 
and related maximal heading change value for a minimal/optimal lateral approach is defined. Based 
on these assumptions, the overall results for each approach route demonstrated that, different lateral 
procedures are adopted and different impacts in fuel consumption and noise are expected. However, 
this is in accordance to the standard operations in Zurich and mainly driven by the airspace surrounding 
the airport. Nevertheless, due to the separation in approach routes, it was possible to show the effect 
of the bounded airspace, e.g. when arriving from West, in comparison to a more flexible area for 
approaches, e.g. when approaching from North.  

Bounded airspace leads to less margin for the ATCO’s for lateral guidance and therefore it could be 
seen that the fuel consumption is not directly related to the amount of lateral instructions or on the 
traffic. On the other side, as wider the airspace, more options for lateral guidance for assurance of the 
separation for the incoming flights is available. At this point, it could be seen that fewer lateral 
instructions lead to less fuel consumption, indicating more direct paths to touchdown.  

The findings described above, might be obvious, but showed that the airspace in the surrounding of 
the airport is the main driver for lateral instructions. Additionally, it became clear and underpinned by 
the evaluation of the dataset. That the kind vertical instructions are also directly related to the 
approach route.  

Finally, the comparison between the two extreme/boundaries of the overall results approach routes, 
gave insight in the impact in noise exposure due to lateral instructions. It could be observed, that as 
fewer lateral instructions are given, and this was also the case for the speed instructions assessment, 
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pilots tend to underestimate the approach phase, and in these particular cases, it leads to ‘high and 
fast’ approaches. This culminates in high usage of speedbrakes to reduce speed and altitude and also, 
as consequence the LG is deployed at high speeds, leading to higher noise emissions.  

To sum up, the DYNCAT functionality has a great potential to assist pilots and ATCO’s, based on the 
lateral expected path for the arriving flights, in order to reduce noise emissions and fuel consumption.   

6.5.3 Dependence on ATC Vertical Instructions 

In section 6.3 the ATC vertical instructions were analysed and the impact in the fuel consumption was 
presented.  

The analysis of the dataset and the valuable input of the ATCO’s of Zurich and pilots involved in the 
project indicated that the distribution of which vertical instructions are provided to the flight crew is 
strongly dependent on the approach route. Nevertheless, three representative vertical instructions, 
namely ‘FL100’, ’Fl80’ and ‘6000 ft’, were selected and evaluated.  

It could be observed that for vertical instructions regarding the higher airspace nearby the airport, here 
for the instance ‘FL100’ and ’Fl80’, there is a higher impact in fuel consumption if these instructions 
are provided far away from the airport. On the other side, there is no direct effect of the difference of 
the actual aircraft altitude and the instructed flight level. Since as mentioned before, the distribution 
of vertical instructions is related to the approach route, these findings are underpinned by the 
statistical more relevant approach routes for each type of vertical instruction, see for instance sections 
6.3.1.1 and 6.3.1.2. 

For the vertical instructions concerning the lower airspace nearby the airport, here for instance ‘6000 
ft’, the findings relating the distance to threshold at the time of the ATC instructions are also valid. 
Furthermore, in these cases there is a relation to the actual aircraft altitude and the altitude of the 
instruction. This culminates in level flight segments or shallower approaches leading to higher fuel 
consumption.  

6.5.4 Weather Conditions 

The weather influence on ATC decisions was analysed and the results were discussed in section 6.4. 
Therefore, an analysis of different groups was performed baes on the experienced wind conditions 
during touchdown, the forecast wind information and also the wind conditions while flying over the 
final approach fix point OSNEM.  

There could be found no direct relation between the ATC decisions and type of instructions based on 
the weather information. Nevertheless, the wind information is a key parameter for each individual 
flight when regarding optimized approach procedures and aircraft performance data, and must be 
included in the DYNCAT functionality for future implementations.  

The fuel consumption, as expected, is directly related to the headwind component of the wind. 
Furthermore, it is seen that tailwind conditions have an influence on the noise footprint due to a 
precipitated setup of configurations F-3 and F-F for landing or due to the noise propagation.  
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7 Potential for improvement 

Large differences exist even between flights employing the same nominal procedures with identical 
initial conditions and comparable atmospheric states. This is a well-known observation, however, it 
was not possible in previous studies to attribute the differences clearly to ATC instructions, weather 
(wind) influence and/or flight crew actions, nor to quantify impact on noise, as the required (aircraft) 
external data were not available. One of the novelties of DYNCAT is the access to all necessary data 
sources (flight operational data, ATC instructions; weather predictions and observations; noise 
immission measurements) enabling the project to clearly analyse all influencing parameters and to 
demonstrate and quantify the possible improvements – in other words, to quantify the unnecessary 
environmental impact of current ATM procedures. 

In the previous chapters the influencing factors have been analysed and highlighted. In this chapter 
starting points for improvements are identified. These act as a source for the initial operational 
concept, which is under development and will be described in Deliverable D2.4. 

7.1 Aircraft control and equipment 

Figure 8 to Figure 16 illustrate for all approaches altitude and airspeed related to the distance to the 
runway threshold at the beginning of the Landing Gear / high-lift device extension. It can be seen that 
twenty percent of the approaches have already extended the landing gear at about seven nautical 
miles away from the runway threshold. Generally, at the time of Landing Gear extension the indicated 
airspeeds and altitudes are in the range of 130 kts to 230 kts and 2200 ft to 11000 ft, respectively. It 
turns out that the Flap F-1 and Flap F-2 setting is bound to a certain speed but is widely distributed 
over the altitude and distance for the different flights. The distance with deviations up to 40 NM at 
which flaps F-1 and F-2 are extended is still characterised by many different flight variations. There is 
a huge potential avoiding unnecessary aircraft noise impact on the ground by shifting the landing gear 
extension closer to the runway with an optimised energy management. 

Under certain circumstances, the pilots receive instructions from air traffic control which can only able 
to be realised through early extension of the landing gear. Landing gear is often used to increase 
aerodynamic drag in order to reduce the excess of energy. The pilot has to decide, in compliance with 
ATC requirements, when to reduce speed, to set high-lift devices and to extend the landing gear in 
order to reach the approach speed in time. The earlier the configurations are initiated, the sooner the 
target approach speed will be achieved, so that additional thrust is needed. If, on the other hand, the 
configurations are set too late, the aircraft may no longer be able to reduce the excess of kinetic 
energy, which would result in the need to initiate a go-around. 

It should be noted at this point that this problem is not due to an inadequate qualification of pilots. On 
the contrary, the precise execution of the approach procedures is a great challenge, and even years of 
experience do not lead to optimal results. Each airport and each runway have their own characteristics 
(e.g. in Frankfurt, because of parallel runways, flights at the intermediate approach level are performed 
early and for a longer time, whereas in Zurich or London approaches from an energy excess situation 
are part of the daily routine). Only with a lot of experience can a pilot anticipate these local conditions. 
Lacking a pilot assistance system and since priority is always given by the flight crews to a stabilised 
approach over an energetically optimised one, it is always easier for the crew to carry out an approach 
with additional reserves to the detriment of fuel consumption. If the pilots had an intuitive indication 
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of the current energy status of the aircraft, taking into account the expected distance (e.g. dynamic 
transitions), time-over-target for the final approach fix, the wind information and an intuitive 
visualisation derived from this, a sustainable contribution could be made in the short term for more 
economical and ecological approaches for Zero Fuel Waste (ZFW).  

Energy-efficient procedures require precise flying of vertical approach profiles also and especially in 
different boundary conditions (wind and aircraft mass), which is a great challenge in practice. Both the 
specification of correct speed setpoints and the extension of flaps and landing gear at the right times 
are critical factors for reducing noise and fuel consumption. The use of Speed Brakes, unnecessary 
engine thrust and premature configuration changes over the optimal profile are the main causes of 
increased noise impact and fuel consumption as presented in chapters 4 and 6. The pilots´ lack of 
information about the feasibility of the procedure under the current surrounding conditions can be 
identified as major cause of the problem. Hence, they depend on experience and estimates to 
complete the approach safely and stably. 

7.1.1 State of the art in certificated equipment 

Navigation displays (ND) have become standard for lateral flight path illustration and navigation in 
modern commercial aircraft. Here, the entire flight plan is shown in a plan view relative to the aircraft. 
Information about the vertical profile of the flight plan is not available in this presentation. As an 
extension, the so-called Vertical Situation Display (VSD) has been introduced, which usually depicts the 
vertical flight plan, e.g. the altitude against the distance to the touchdown point. Furthermore, in most 
implementations, the current aircraft altitude is represented by a simplified aircraft symbol along an 
area with terrain information. This additional display is now considered state of the art; installed in 
many newer aircraft designs (Airbus 380, 350; Boeing 787) but normally not even available for retrofit 
on the majority of older types, and hence the majority of presently flying aircraft. 

Even if the state of the art presents the desired flight plan vertically and laterally relative to the current 
aircraft position and altitude, it does not provide information about the evolution of the speeds. Only 
the current speed together with a short-term forecast (so-called speed-trend arrow) is displayed in the 
Primary Flight Display (PFD). Especially for the implementation of low-noise approaches, it is essential 
to have an exact planning for the setting of flaps, landing gear and speed setpoints. The latest FMS 
developments for new aircraft designs include only F-1 and F-2 extension points, which are statically 
computed along the vertical reference profile, considering the nominal extension speeds; the full 
sequence is not available. Furthermore, a meaningful display including the future speed evolution to 
touchdown is not available in current avionics systems. 

Finally, in high-traffic situations, aircraft are mostly guided by ATC through vectors where pilots will 
have little support from the on-board systems because the pre-programmed transition routes of the 
FMS are no longer followed. 

7.2 ATC decision making 

Within the complex framework of today's airspace structures and traffic density, the implementation 
of an approach that is as fuel-efficient, low in CO2 emissions and energy-optimised as possible (Zero 
Fuel Waste – ZFW) is a major challenge for the flight crew. On the one hand, the air traffic control 
instructions regarding airspeed, altitude and heading must be applied immediately by the flight crews. 
On the other hand, the lack of information for the flight crew regarding the expected route and Track 
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Miles, the exact time of the next altitude or airspeed instruction leads to unnecessary conservative 
approaches. These conservative reserves are thus due on the one hand to the often too strict 
instructions, especially with regard to the exact assignments of the airspeed (e.g. «reduce 180 kts» 
instead of «minimum 180 kts») or the time of leaving an intermediate approach altitude (e.g. «descent 
FL 70» instead of «when ready descent to FL 70») and on the other hand to the lack of information 
about the further course of the flight (Track Miles). It was demonstrated in Zurich during a flight test 
campaign that a speed range at the Final Approach Fix (FAF) with a certain tolerance band (170 – 
185 kts) allows a further reduction in fuel consumption [15]. 

Chapter 6 highlights the magnitude of the impact of ATC instructions. Even though the instructions are 
intended to ensure the safety of air traffic, there is still a great need for optimisation in order to 
contribute to reducing the impact on the environment. The demand for flexible and intelligent air 
traffic management that takes better account of the characteristic features of the aircraft involved 
remains important. In the same way as pilots, air traffic controllers also need new assistance systems 
that enable better networking of air traffic. Artificial intelligence must no longer remain a vision, but 
the new systems should ensure high capacity and safe air traffic with instant and accurate weather 
information and the individual flight performance of the aircraft: 

• Mass/aerodynamics can make Speed Brakes necessary to comply with ATC restrictions (e.g. 
on the glidepath it is not possible to reduce speed sufficiently without speed brakes for 
modern aircraft with advanced aerodynamics in clean or F-1 configuration). 

• If the clearance for the next lower flight level comes too late, the engines of the aircraft begin 
to spool up to provide the expected level segment, though the aircraft should descent further 
a few moments later. 

• Current airspeed vs. commanded restriction should be not too high to not force the pilots into 
stress in a way that they use Speed Brakes or even Landing Gear or Flaps to decelerate. A 
standardised tolerance time should be introduced to make clear when the given restriction 
has to be reached. E.g. “asap” → fuel/noise does not matter; “when in time” → use efficient 
deceleration. 

These aspects will be further investigated and form part of the concept described in Deliverable D2.4. 

7.3 Communication 

7.3.1 Track Miles 

Previous sections have already elaborated on the need to know the effective distance to the threshold 
of the runway, the so-called Track Miles for performance of an energy-optimised approach. This 
section will take a closer look at the interface between ATC and aircraft with regard to these 
aforementioned issues. 

A deviation from the energetically optimal descent approach profile manifests itself either in 
unnecessary horizontal approach segments (e.g. because the arrival altitude was left earlier than 
necessary) or in an energy excess which must be dissipated by means of Speed Brakes or early Landing 
Gear extension (e.g. if during an earlier (level) flight segment the speed was maintained too high for 
too long due to missing awareness of the emerging energy excess). Both effects are major contributors 
to unnecessary fuel burn. 
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As described in chapter 4, the remaining distance to fly until touchdown is communicated at most once 
for the majority of approaches in the investigated data sets. The deviation between the distance 
communicated at the beginning of the approach and the actually flown distance shows that the given 
information is not reliable but at most a reference value. As shown in chapter 2, the most frequently 
used approach procedure at Zurich is the Continuous Descent Approach (CDA). To perform this type 
of procedure in the most efficient way, the remaining distance is needed in high precision to determine 
the point of descent but also to estimate the lateral flight path. If this distance is not correct, the 
descent is started too early or too late to perform the approach without additional thrust or without 
Speed Brakes. 

In appreciation of this problem, the air traffic controllers at Zurich Airport, strive to inform the cockpit 
crews in the course of the approach about the distance they will still have to cover to the runway. The 
more precise this prediction by the controllers is, the higher the optimisation quality of the approach. 
Skyguide states that an accuracy of +/- 10% should be achieved in operational use. During earlier trials 
in Zurich [15], for each approach, the expected distance to the runway provided by ATC has been 
compared with the distance actually travelled by the aircraft. The difference between the two 
distances is presented in Figure 164. If the differences are positive, the approach had less flight 
distance available than expected. The comparison in Figure 165 reflects an accuracy of +/- 10% for 
most approaches, in line with the specified target value. For two approaches, there was a deviation of 
12.6% and 25.2% respectively (see also Figure 164, right plot). In general, it should be noted that a 
flight distance shorter than expected makes it more difficult to reduce the total aircraft energy. This in 
turn leads to an earlier extension of the Landing Gear or the flap configurations and/or the use of the 
Speed Brakes, which has a negative effect on the aircraft noise. In the opposite case, additional thrust 
is required with the consequences of increased noise and fuel consumption. 

 

Figure 164: Difference (left) of flown distance and given Track Miles by ATC and distribution of this difference 
(right) for all flights of LNAS-CDA trials in Zurich [15] 
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Figure 165: Deviation of Track Miles of LNAS-CDA trials in Zurich (on a percentage basis) [15] 

There is no aircraft autonomous approach to remedy the situation. The DME distance to the runway, 
for instance, cannot be used for accurate flight path planning because this navigation system only 
provides the slant range to the antenna position on the ground and is agnostic of the actual design of 
the transition, let alone the effects of vectoring possibly employed by ATC to ensure separation. For 
this reason, an extended communication in terms of regularly updated and accurate Track Mile 
information would offer significant potential for improvement, even more if it is coupled with a 
trajectory optimisation module on-board that would support the situation awareness in the cockpit. 

7.3.2 Accurate weather Information 

It has been shown that wind shears are common at Zurich Airport in the final approach phase (see 
section 4.1.6). Rapid changes in wind direction and/or speed can disturb the energy management. For 
example, a sudden appearance of tailwind can cause the need for Speed Brakes deployment. Despite 
the fact that the current wind situation is known by the preceding aircraft, this information is usually 
not shared with ATC or the following aircraft. Only the ground wind is communicated by ATC, which 
has no informational content about the vertical wind layer. A potential for improvement would be the 
implementation of a datalink to share wind information of preceding aircraft with the following aircraft 
directly or via ATC to make the approach more predictable to the pilots or aircraft systems. This 
solution could also provide further information about vertical winds (thermals) or icing conditions 
which can also affect the energy management during approach. 

The timely transmission of information about the atmosphere to be flown through in the future thus 
is a prerequisite for the energy-optimised operation of the aircraft. However, the current state of FMS 
technology does not sufficiently fulfil this requirement. Although pilots can store atmospheric 
conditions such as wind and temperature at various flight level for the descent and approach phases 
in the FMS (up to 10 altitudes), this only provides a simplified representation of the environment. In 
addition, today's FMS do not make any or only very rudimentary dynamic adjustments to the flight 
plan based on the current flight condition, performing a blending between the measured wind and the 
wind predictions previously entered in the system. As a result, the predictions of the FMS optimisation 
algorithms tend to be conservative. Thus, the lack of precise and up-to-date information about the 
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atmosphere to be flown through in the future, especially in the case of strong unpredictable deviations 
in approach/departure, represents a significant disadvantage of the current FMS generation. 
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8 Summary 

With the ultimate aim of highlighting the impact of current ATM operations during approach on 
environmental pollution, cost effectiveness and safety, the results of the analysis are meant to 
contribute to the development of an operational concept for on-board configuration management to 
allow the cockpit crew to deal with ATC instructions in a more environmentally friendly way. 

After the completion of the data matching and pre-processing in earlier Tasks, 638 comprehensive 
data sets from all stakeholders were available (see chapter 2) for analysing the current operational 
situation based on on-board flight data, ATC instructions issued, surrounding traffic movements, 
weather and noise data.  

The Covid-19 crisis made the originally planned dedicated noise measurements impossible. In order to 
harmonise the noise assessment at the different measurement points for all flights, therefore, the 
measurement data at the monitoring stations were reproduced by simulations. The validation of these 
show a very good accuracy, with an overall uncertainty in terms of standard deviation of 0.9 dB as 
described in chapter 3. Two modifications made – namely the inclusion of the true airspeed and the 
angle of attack in the emission model – were able to improve the model accuracy, particularly in the 
transition area of the approach. Given the fact that noise measurements exhibit an inherent 
uncertainty of roughly ±0.5 dB by themselves, the sonAIR simulations can be assessed as very accurate. 

The first part of the analysis was dedicated to a general overview of all investigated flights (chapter 4). 
It was identified that the investigated flights cover very different states related also to different 
parameters like mass, speed, altitude and position at the TMA. Even though all flights comprise the 
same aircraft type approaching to land on runway 14, the development of the approach looks very 
different among the flights. This includes the configuration setting, speed management, use of Speed 
Brakes, etc. and thus affects the fuel burn and noise exposure. These differences are intensified by ATC 
instructions related to the vertical, lateral and speed profiles and the weather conditions. Related to 
weather, an average tailwind of 2-5 kts was determined. A commonality of the approaches is the used 
CDA procedure, which has a share of nearly 95%. Another consistency was seen in the usage of Flaps 
and Landing Gear. The set points of F-1 and F-2 configuration were bound to certain speeds but widely 
scattered along the distance to the runway. On the other side, the setting of the Landing Gear was 
bound to a certain distance but widely scattered along the speed. Finally, F-3 and F-4 had no big range 
regarding speed and distance. 

Within this analysis two geographical points on the approach path were investigated in more detail. 
First the Final Approach Fix Point for runway 14 OSNEM and the 1000 ft-Gate. At OSNEM it was clearly 
seen that two common speed restrictions are given by ATC at this part of the approach: 160 kts and 
180 kts. For the 1000 ft-Gate, the stabilisation was analysed based on the speed, thrust setting and the 
Flap and Landing Gear configuration. Approximately 12% of the flights did not fulfil the stabilisation 
criteria. 

After creating a general overview based on the investigated data, the flights were clustered along 
suitable criteria to discover effects on fuel burn and noise exposure. Even though DYNCAT includes all 
parties and effects in the TMA, special focus was on the impact of ATC instructions. Therefore, the data 
was separated by the different types of ATC instructions (vertical, lateral and speed) as described in 
chapter 5. It was decided to investigate the impact of ATC speed restrictions in detail, because within 
this categorisation there is a small share of flights which do not have such restrictions, which made it 
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possible to compare the flights with ATC speed instructions against flights without ATC speed 
instructions. Furthermore, the flights which received ATC speed instructions were separated into 
subcategories to identify the impact of certain combinations of speed instructions on the energy 
management during approach.  

In chapter6.1, the clusters based on the speed instruction by ATC were described and analysed in 
detail. The assessment of the different clusters showed that different ATC instructions lead to well 
comparable groups of flights with equivalent speed levels and similar approach profiles but yet from a 
variety of flight paths and piloting strategies up to threshold. This allowed the quantification of the 
impact of the ATC instructions in fuel burn and also in noise exposure for each of the separate flight 
groups. The results show that speed instructions, for instance minimum clean or less, especially when 
given early during the transition phase, lead to high fuel consumption, due to the long-time flight in 
low speed levels correlated to earlier usage of F-1 and also F-2 configurations. A mean difference of 
almost 50 kg in fuel burned is observed when comparing flight with speed restrictions to flight without 
speed restrictions. On the other hand, speed restrictions provide a well-defined airspeed guidance for 
the pilots during the transition and final approach, leading to lower usage of Speed Brakes and also to 
lower speed levels for the usage of the Landing Gear configuration. The less speed restrictions were 
given to the pilots by ATC, the higher was the usage of Speed Brakes during the final approach, and 
also the Landing Gear deployment was performed at higher speed levels, which may contribute 
significantly to the noise exposure and noise foot print.  

The evaluation of the lateral instructions performed in chapter 6.2 revealed that there is less influence 
of the amount of traffic on the ATC instructions as expected. The main differences could be seen for 
those approach routes in which there is more margin in the airspace available and consequently there 
is a higher variety in the ATC lateral instructions. In summary, it could be confirmed that the airspace 
in the surrounding of the airport is the main driver for the amount and type of lateral instructions. 

In chapter 6.3, vertical instructions were analysed in detail and revealed that different guidance 
strategies for the incoming flights are adopted, especially based on the arriving route. The vertical 
instructions revealed that the most impacting factor leading to a higher fuel consumption is a 
precipitated instruction to fly to a lower flight level, which in most cases culminates in a shallower 
approach during the last track miles or even to level flight segments. The actual altitude of the aircraft, 
and consequently the difference to the aimed flight level have few impact in fuel consumption.  

The weather influences were analysed in chapter 6.4. It could be identified that neither the actual wind 
conditions experienced by the aircraft nor the weather forecast have an influence in the ATC decisions. 
The impact in fuel consumption due to headwind components could be clearly demonstrated and 
confirms the expected effects.  

The evaluations performed in chapter 6 are a unique opportunity to translate ATC communications 
into fuel consumption and noise exposure and are the basis for the development of a new functionality 
to assist pilots for the transition and final approach phases, aiming to allow an environmentally friendly 
approach flight.  

The analysis of the data sets revealed several circumstances which can prevent approaches from being 
as environmentally friendly as they technically could. In chapter 7, possible remedies were discussed, 
with a view on state-of-the art on-board systems and practices. A first potential improvement is the 
support of pilots by calculating the optimal points in time to change speed and configuration of the 
aircraft. Such a system can provide much more precise information than even experienced pilots and 
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could reduce the workload during the work-intensive approach phase. Another potential improvement 
can be the consideration of more aircraft type-specific details by ATC. This includes the deceleration 
availability to give proper speed instructions to not force the pilots to use Speed Brakes or the early 
deployment of the landing gear. Related to this it was suggested to introduce a standardised speed 
instruction tolerance to fit for most of the common aircraft types and provide more ability to plan for 
the pilots. Also, information about the autopilot control should be considered to avoid thrust intensive 
short level segments until the next clearance is given. A third major idea for improvement concerns 
the communication between aircraft and between the aircraft and ATC. The suggestion is not only to 
increase the information update rate, e.g. to give updated Track Miles to the pilots if they change, but 
also to transfer currently not available information like the vertical wind profile which is measured by 
every approaching aircraft but not shared yet. 
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9 Outlook 

In Task 02.03 the data sets were analysed related to the overall current situation and related to the 
influence of ATC speed instructions in detail. Nevertheless, there is still huge potential of new findings 
to be made when combining the different data sources. The very first analysis extension should be the 
detailed analysis of all other ATC instruction (vertical and lateral). The consideration of the radar data, 
indicating the surrounding flights and separation distances can make it possible to understand the 
decision making of ATC in more detail but also the interaction with approaches and departures from 
other runways and other traffic. Finally, the weather data should be considered in detail to discover 
influences on pilot’s behaviour and ATC commands. All these insights can not only lead to more 
potential improvements but also to a better impact estimation of those on all parties and the 
environment. 
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